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A qualitative approach was utilized to examine the

impacts of displacement and hospital restructuring on

General Duty Registered Nurses and how their worklife
vras affected. A convenience sample of 10 nurses who

were both directly and indirectly affected by

displacement we,re interviewed using a semi-structured
interview guide.

Restructuring and displacement were found to have

profound effects on alI participants and their
worklife. Displacement was seen as an expected

conseguence of restructuring and themes were found to
be interrelated to both processes. Specific
dispì.acement themes were extrapolated from the anarysis

of interview transcripts. Nurses' worklife was most

affected by displacement in the first year after the

bumping had commenced, whereas restructuring effects
were viewed as ongoing throughout the process.

The need for adequate preparation and support for
the care-giver during change were found to be criticar
for a nurse's successful transition. Recommendations

for nursing practice, administration, education and

research have been made on the basis of the findings.

iii
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CHePfgR 1: INTRODUC

Today, hospital administrators are beÍng

challenged to create more efficient, cost effective
systems and to critically review the services they

provide (Curtain, 1990; AverilI, 1993; NornhoId, \994;

TrioI Í , Al lgeier & Schwartz, 1995; Study Prov j.nce

Health Department, 1992) - To ensure the future of the

health care system, Health Care Reform (HCR) was

introduced in the study province (Study Province Heatth

Department, f992). AIl aspects of health care,

including hospital care, were being scrutinized to
ensure a more cost effective system. The HCR officials
hypothesÍzed that the study province may have the

highest paid hours per patient day when compared to the

other Canadian provinces.

Since HCR was introduced 1n the study province,

many disciplines have been affected but none more so

than the nursing profession. The closing of hospital
beds and changes made to staffing patterns have reduced

the numbers of nurses required as workforce. To date,

the brunt of the loss of employment in hospitals is
being borne by the nursing staff (JoeI, L994; Rozak,

1994) - To address the needs of employees affected by
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HCR, an adjustment Committee was established

(Provincial Health Care Labour Adjustment Committee,

1e93 ) .

Nursing, for the most part, had always been a

discipline which guaranteed employment (Darling &

Luciano, 1985; Frank, 1993; Hicks, I9B2) - However, the

nursing profession has experienced profound changes,

most notably in the areas of decreased emplolnnent

opportunÍties and changing responsibilities and work

roles (Rozak, 1994). Nurses are the largest
classifications of direct patient care workers in
hospitals (Olson, 1995; SchulI, 1986; [.liIson, 1995),

and they are the ones most affected by the cost cutting
measures (Rozak, 1,994). Since the advent of HCR, many

nurses are having difficulty either obtaining jobs or
retaining the positions they have (Rozak, Lgg|). In
May 1995, there were 2650 RNs and 103 nursing

supervisors receiving Unemployment Insurance benefits
across Canada; down considerably from the May 1993

statistics of 3744 and 222 respectively (Canadian

Nurses Association, 1995). However, there is a

continual trend of job loss for nurses since HCR was

introduced. As well, there has been an increase in the
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number of nursing supervisors, Íncluding head nurses,

being laid off.
During the period of Marctr 1993 to October 1993, a

total of 541 study province health care workers

received deletion notices and were assigned

redeployment numbers (Study Province Nurses' Union,

1994). Redeployment numbers entitled laid off workers

to apply for new and vacant unÍonized positions at any

associated facility (Provincial Health Care Labour

Adjustment Committee, 1993). A totaÌ of 443 nurses

received redeployment numbers, of whicn. 248 were

Registered Nurses (RN), 183 were Licensed practical

Nurse,s (LPN), and 12 were Registered psychiatric Nurses

(Study Province Nurses' Union, 1994). Of the 541

redeployment numbers issued, 262 were at the study

hospital, 277 were at 20 other provincial hospitals,
and two were in community care. Approximately half of
the nurses who were displaced had been employed at the

study hospital.
Statement of The Problem

Almost alL hospitals are restructuring or

redesigning the way nursing care is del_ivered (Farley,

1994) - Beds were closed in the study hospital, thus



reducing the numbers of nurses required. As weIl, a

new staffing mix utiJ.izing more nursing assistants to
provide certain aspects of patient care was

implemented, thereby reducing even further the numbers

of nurses required for direct patient care (Study

Province Nurses' Union, L994) -

To date, minimal research has been done to

describe the impact of displacement and hospital

restructuring on General Duty Registered Nurses (GDRN)

and how their worklife has been affected. It had been

speculated that HCR is onJ.y in the beginning stages,

and additional cost saving attempts will be instituted
in the future (CoIlins & Noble, 1992; Hurley, 7994;

Manga, 1992; Mara, 1993,' Zimmermann, 1994b). HospitaJ.s

are doing more with fewer resources (Bice, 1990;

ColLins & Noble, 1992; Roos, Brownell, & Currie, L996;

Zimmermann, 1994a). However, work previously performed

by laid off empJ.oyees cannot be assimilated by a
restructured organization unLess the work is
redesigned, eliminated or performed by survivors

(Alevras & Frigeri, 1987).

With the fast pace of change and the slgnificant
numbers of staff reductions, nurses are concerned that

4



the additional work duties and responsibilities added

to their already full workload wiII adversely affect
patient care (FarIey, 1994). The changes Ímplemented

to improve the quality of patient care and streamline

services have resulted in an environment of continuous

disruption (TrioJ-o et aI ., 1995). At a time when

nurses are confronted with restructuring, displacement

and job insecurity, research is imperative to Learn

more about the direct impacts on nurses and their
worklife, and to develop strategies to assist them

through the process.

Purpose of The Studv

The purpose of this study is to explore the

impacts of displacement and hospital restructuring on

those nurses affected in the largest numbers, General

Duty Registered Nurses (GDRNs), hereafter called

'nurses' and how it affects their worklife.
Specifically:
1. l¡Jhat effects/impact did displacement and

organizational restructuring have on the displaced and

non-displaced nurses?

2. What effects, if any, did displacement have on their
workl i fe?



3. hlhat effects, íf âßy, did

restructuring have on their
Definition of Terms

OrganizationaT Restructuring is a process where

organizations thoroughly and critically review its
structure and operating practices to control
expenditures and maintain productivity (Van Sumeren,

1986). In this study, organizational restructuring
refers to hospital restructuring. Terms slmonymous

with restructuring include rightsizing, downsi zing,
reorganization, and retrenchment.

Registered Äturse (RN) is an individual who has

completed an educational requirement specified by the
professional registering body (Labor Market rnformation

Unit, L994). In this study, the term General Duty

Registered lvurse (6,DRN) wilr be used because it is a

specific classification of nurses who care directly for
patients. GDRN is classified as 'Nurse II' under the

Nurses' Union Collective Agreement.

Displacement refers to a unionized GDRN who is
unable to remain in a current, permanent position due

to an Ínvoluntary reduction in work force, such as

receiving position deletion notice or being bumped.

organÍzatÍonaI

workl i fe?
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Bumping is the right of an employee to displace a

less senior employee if qualified to perform the work

(Harnden & LeBl-anc, 1991) . At the study hospital, the

bumping protocol stipulated a key factor in the bumping

process was "the nurses' ability, performance and

qualifications for any given position" (Study Hospital

& Study Hospital Nurses' Union, 1992, p- 1)-

lJon-Displaced.lfurse is a GDRN whose position has

not been affected by reductions in work force- The

non-displaced nurse witl have remained in her/his

permanent GDRN position or voluntarily accepted another

position within the hospital. The term non-dispLaced

nurse is synonymous with indirectly affected nurse.

Displaced lVurse is a GDRN who has been affected by

invoLuntary reductions in work force. This can include

position deletion or being bumped by a nurse with

greater seniority. The displaced nurse is entitled to

rights as outlined in the Study Hospital and Nurses'

Union Bumping Protocol ( 1992 ) . The term displaced nurse

is synonymous with directly affected nurse.

Layoff Survivors are "those people who remain in

organizational systems after involuntary employee

reductions" (Noer, I993a, p.13). This includes nurses,



either Índirectly and directly affected by

displace.ment, who remained empJ.oyed at the study

hospital.
Worklífe refers to all aspects of the working

environment of a nurse. "Ouality of worklife is a

compì.ex and multivariate phenomenon that has many

interrelated parameters" (O'Brien-palIas, Baumann, &

Villeneuve, I994b, p.392) .

Staff htix is an alternative patient care delÍvery
system which decreases the number of nurses required

and increases the number of nursing assistants to
provÍde certain aspects of patient care (Burda, 1993).

Chapter Summarr¡

In this chapter, a background for the study has

been presented. Much has been written on the process

and approaches to hospitaì. restructuring and subsequent

displacement of staff. However, there is a scarcity of
information rerated to the impact of restructuring and

displacement on nurses and their worklife. Thus,

research is needed to describe the impacts of
displacement and restructuring on nurses and their
worklife and to develop strategies to improve the
process for the betterment of aII involved, but



particularly to safeguard patient
questions have been presented, and

terms has been established for the

care. The research

a definition of

study.
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Chapter 2: LITERATU

REVIET,I' OF THE LITERÀTURE

In this chapter, the l-iterature which addresses

the research topic will be presented. The scope of the

Iiterature review included: an overview of HCR; job

loss and anticipatory job loss; hospital restructuring;
and layoff survivors. hJhile the review focuses on the

related nursing literature, Iiterature from management,

labour relations, and psychology is integrated

throughout. The chapter will conclude with a

discussion of the conceptual- frameworks selected for
use in this study.

Health Care Reform

Organizational restructuring is occurring in a

large number of sectors, but most notably in health

care (Rozak, L994). Canada has a reputation for the

provision of high quality health care to its citizens.
However, many believe health care is in a state of

crisis, requiring reform (Deber & Thompson, 1992).

Much of the literature found is American based. Thus,

the Àmerican and Canadian perspectives on HCR were

reviewed -



Health care reform is being driven by financial
constraints, and action to further control health care

expenditure is expected (Avery, 1994; Manga, 1992).

Canada spends more on health care than any other

country with universal health care (Roch, 1992). The

United States does not have universal health care. In
1992, approximately nine percent of the Canadian Gross

Domestic Product was spent on health care (Mara, 1993;

Roch, 1992; Weil & Stack, 1993), compared to 12.I+, in
the United States (hJeil & Stack, 1993). According to
Campbelt (1994), Canada's standing is eighteenth out of
2I countries in medical cost control, and seventeenth

in system performance. Health care costs have

increased and costs must be cut if hospitaLs are going

to survive (Campbell, L994; Hequet, L994).

Many Àmerican hospÍtals are experiencing decreased

income due to decreased occupancy rates and an

insurance system that pays per diagnosis, not length of
stay (VanSumeren, 1986; l,rJeiI & Stack, 1993). Federally
regulated diagnosis-related group reimbursement is the

manner in which charges are determined (Jacobs &

Pelfrey, 1995). In Canada, health care costs are not

American and Canadian Perspective On HCR
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paid for directly out of the user's pocket. Thus,

consumers are not always aware of the costs for service

(Canadian Hospitals AssociatÍon, 1990).

Coinciding with the financial issues facing the

American Health Care System is a nursing shortage in
many parts of the United States. Às a result,
different approaches to patient care detivery that
incorporate a decrease in nurse employment have been

initiated (Burda, 1993). According to Scott (1993),

this approach has dealt with the issue of nursing

shortages, but there appears to be a trend to shift
more direct patient care to lesser trained workers to
lower costs.

In contrast to the Àmerican system, there is not a

nursing shortage in Canada, An average of 5.5 full-
time equivalent (FTE) employees per bed is found in the

United States compared to 3.3 FTE employees in Canadian

hospitals (trleil & Stack, 1993). Canadian hospitaLs

deliver an increased volume of patient care for Less

costs per discharge when compared to the Àmerican

system. However, they have longer lengths of stay and

staffing patterns more oriented toward RNs. Research

has demonstrated that hospital systems which emptoy a



higher RN ratio have more positive patÍent care

outcomes (Avery, 1994 ) .

Trends In Health Care Reform

Prior to HCR, the proportion of beds aÌl_ocated for
long-term care had increased from 228 to 338 with a

decline in over 6,000 acute care beds (Canadian

Hospitals Association, 1990). At that time, it was

speculated that the acute care beds would decrease.

Since HCR, many acute care beds have been closed with

an increase in long term bed allocation (Roos et âl.,
1996 ) .

Between I97I and 1986, the numbers of hospital
nurses employed increased dramatically from 21* to 338,

with a decrease in the numbers of nursing assistants
from 268 to 15t (Canadian Hospital Associations, 1990).

bJith the study province's HCR, a reverse trend is
occurring. In 1993, the Canadian unemployment rate was

approximately 108, and unemplolzment in health care and

medicine were beLow the national average (Statistics
Canada, L994). However, health care related
unemployment has increased from 2.4* to 3.68 between

1990 and 1993.

Alternative health care delivery, which decreases

13
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the number of RNs required and Íncreases the number of
nursing assistants (NA) to provide non-nursing

activities (Burda. 1993; Pallarito, 1993; Scott, 1993),

have been introduced to decrease hospital costs

(FarIey, 7994). According to Bhardwaj (1995), the

trend in health care has been to repJ_ace highly skilled
workers with less skilled workers. t¡Jith the

introduction of these staffing patterns, many nursing

positions have been eliminated (Brider, 1993).

The roLes and responsibilities of health care

workers will change dramatically as new technologies

surface within the health care system (Campbell, L994;

Canadian Hospital Associations, 1990). The use of

technological assistance in the provision of patient

care has increased (Canadian Hospital Associations,

1990). Nurses are concerned that machines wilI replace

the need for their services, causing a further
reduction in the numbers of nurses required for direct
care giving.

There is a growing movement to consolidate

services, expand outpatient and community services, and

develop specialized treatment centres which serve a

large population (Canadian Hospital Associations,
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1990). The movement toward community care wilI further
decrease the number of hospital nurses required;

although it is postulated that there would be an

increase in the numbers of RNs needed for these

programs (Study Province HeaIth Department, L992).

Many hospital policies have been changed to allow much

of the pre-admission work to be done prior to the

actual admÍssion (Lowry, 1994).

Many nurses chose specialized areas of nursi_ng,

but are now finding them unavailable. Thus, nurses are

being forced to re-examine their career directions.
There is a dichotomy between whether nurses should

specialize or not (Curtain, 1990). Diversification of

skills and abilities may increase the likelihood of job

retention. Unionized nurses may be recalled to
positions only if they meet the minimum qualifications

for a position (Study Hospital & Study Hospital Nurses'

Union, 1992). As weII, specialized nurses may be

spared from displacement if prior education vras

required before position attainment.

The trend in HCR has been to close acute care beds

and alter staffing patterns to contain costs. Nursing

has been directly affected and will. be further impacted



since this trend is predicted to
Noble, 1992; Hurley, 1994; Mara,

1994a).

Hospital Restructurinq

Hospital restructuring is a logical process

requiring both interdisciplinary input and co¡nmitted

Ieadership (SmeItzer, FormelJ.a, & Beebe, 1993). Few

hospitals have approached dosrnsizing in an organized

manner (Kazemek & Channon, 19BB), although Rozboril
(L987) found that an organized, systematic approach

minimizes mistrust and disruptions in patient care.

Cost reduction strategies are being driven by

expediency (Kazemek & Channon, 1988; Manga, 1992;

Rozak, 1994; Suderman & Dyck, Lg94).

Approaches To Hospital Restructurinq

Various models of organizational redeslgn have

been formurated which profess successful restructuring
(Arndt & Duchemin, L993; Burns, 1993; Collins & Noble,

1992; DuLl, 1986,'Farley, 7994; Gelman & Marotta, 1996;

Kazemek & Channon, 1988; Lowry, I9g4; McGill & KeJ.ly,

1983; Peterson & Fisher, I99L; SmeItzer, L993,- Smeltzer

et â1., 1993). Several restructuring approaches

emphasize the importance of matching the decisions with

continue (Col1ins &

1993; Zimmermann,

16
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a long-term strategic plan (Arndt & Duchemin, I993;

CoIIins & Noble, 1992; Halrwood, 1990). As well,
matching the mission of the hospital to the deletion of
a particular activity was deemed critical (ColIins &

Noble, 1992) -

Many restructuring strategies need to include an

emphasis on layoffs being a last resort (Begany, L994;

Borg & Jensen, 1985; Lee, 1992; Meehan & price, lgBB;

Roberts, 1989; Rozboril, 1,987; Zemke, 1990). proactive

restructuring activities has been proposed (Begany,

1994; Burns, 1993; Kazemek & Channon, 19Bg) which

includes program incentives to encouragfe employees to
voluntarily leave the workplace. As we1l, in
preparation for layoffs, some administrators have

instituted options such as freezing vacant positions
(Meehan & Price, 1988).

The amalgamation of nursing units and departments

has been reported in the llterature (Collins & Noble,

L992. Roch, 1992). Mergers have long been associated

with the business community, and are becoming a more

common occurrence in hospitals (Begany, 1994; Chenoy,

I9B7; DuIl, 1986; Gelman & Marotta, 1986; McGiIl &

KelIy, L983; Peterson & Fisher, L991). Some
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administrators are decreasing their hospitaLs' size in
order to control costs (Lowry, L994; Van Sumeren,

1986)- streamrining departments by deleting positions
and closing beds is becoming a familiar picture in
health care restructuring (Lowry, 1994).

Hospital restructuring using a patient Focused

care (PFc) approach is beginning to receive attention
(Hequet, 1994; Moffitt, Daly, Tracey, Ga1loway, &

Tinstman, L993; Noseworthy & Thompson, Lg94; hiatson,

Shortridge, Jones, Rees, 6t Stephens, l99L). Activities
specificalry designed to improve existlng patient care

services are integral to this model (Hequet, L9g4), and

PFC puts the needs of patients first (Noseworthy &

Thompson, L994). Àccording to Hequet (1994), jobs

change significantly when hospitals restructure using

this type of an approach.

Actual and Ànticipatory Job Loss

Work affords a sense of structure, purpose and

meaning to one's life (Amundsen & Borgen, L992;

Bridges, 1980, 1994a; Rozak, L9g4). However, work, âs

we know it today, witl not be here tomorrow (Bridges,

1994a). According to Bridges (1994b), "today's
organization is rapidly being transformed from a
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structure built out of jobs into a field of work

needing to be done" (p- 64). The organization of

tomorrow will re-shape itself as the situation demands.

However, most companies are unprepared to manage a work

force of temporary or part-time staff, consultants, and

contract workers.

The traurna associated with job loss has been

identified as significant, and has been equated with

divorce or death (Haywood, L990; Rozak, 1994). Job

security can no longer be guaranteed (Bridges, L994a,

1994b; Isabella, 1989), and one's sense of security
must come from within rather than from the job (Noer,

1993a; Rozak, L994). Àccording to Bridges (L980),

people have dlfficulty letting go of the old to reach

the new reality of work, and many are caught in an "1n-

betweenness". If the changre occurs too fast, employees

may not be able to adapt (Haywood, 1990).

There are many sources of detrimental conseguences

for mental health when job loss occurs (Ensminger &

Celentano, 1988). Much has been written on the

unemployed person and their health status (Ensminger &

Celentano, 1988; Hagen, 1983,. Hamilton, Broman, Hof fman

& Penner, 1990,' Hoffman, Carpentier-Àtling, Thomas,
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Hamilton & Broman, L99L; KasI, Gore & Cobb, L975;

Rozak, 1994; Smith, 1990). Hagen (1983) found that

actual and anticipated job loss are threatening and

seriously unsettling. Ensminger and Celentano (1988)

found that once re-employed, recovery in mentaL health

occurred. However, Kasl et aL. (L975 ) concluded that

workers who returned to work after being unemployed had

poorer mental health than those continually employed.

Hamilton et al. (1990) found being laÍd off meant worse

mental health as demonstrated by more somatic

complaints, rnore depression, and higher anxiety. More

subtle effects were identified in those anticipating
layoff, and these effects were dependent on demographic

characteristics. Women showed greater distress,

married workers reported less dlstress, more highly

educated respondents had less somatic complaints, and

older workers reported less depression. Kasl et al.
(1975) found antfcipatlng job loss could be as

stressful. as the event itself. Subjects had an

increased incidence of somatic complafnts,

hllpertenslon, depression, and suicide during this tlme.

The suicide rates for lald off workers is 30 times the

Àmerican average (Bunning, 1990 ) . Hoffman et aI.



(1991) found those already laid off and those

anticipatlng Iayoff reported increased tension with
their spouses. However, this finding was more true for
those already laid off. Many families cope with job

loss by reframing thelr nurturing (i,Iebb & Fried.emann,

1991), and spouses and children are affected by a
famÍly member's unemployment (Dew, penkower & Bromet,

1991 ) .

The majority of literature on unemployment has

focused on blue collar workers. The disadvantaged, the

unskilled, and the undereducated are not the only ones

at risk of job loss (Hagen, 1983). Unemployment can no

longer be considered something that only happens to the
other person (Rozak, 1994). Jacobson (1982) reviewed

technical professionals' reactions to unempJ.oyment, and

surmlsed meaning of job Loss was related to their
perceptions of being able to meet financial needs.

Farley ( 1991 ) investigated mentat health professionars'
(n=38) reactions to layoff notifications, and found

their reactfons related to their attitudes toward

admlnistration; thelr affective responses and coping

efforts; recovery; and the effects on the agency.

2I



Nurses and Restructurino

Financial factors are affecting many hospitals'
viability, and are forcing system restructuring (Àvery,

1994). Officials in many Canadian provinces have

either announced or implemented drastic measures to

curtail health care costs (Manga, L992). Many CanadÍan

nurses have been affected by restructuring (Lynch,

1993; Olson, 1995; Rozak, I994; Sears, L992; Suderman &

Dyck, L994).

Nurses and Disolacement

restructuring actlvÍties, such as bed closures, than

any other hospltal job classification (Olson, 1995;

Wilson, l-995). The frequency of nurses experiencing

displacement has dramatically increased post-

restructuring (Rozak, 1994; Sears, 1992). Àccording to
Zimmermann (1994a), 47 to 65t of nurses igmore the

warning signs of pending layoff. Layoffs or at Least a

serlous threat of layoffs are belng experienced in 638

of the L9 states surveyed by the Àmerican Nurses'

Association (Burda, 1993; Zimmermann, 1994a, L994b) .

Minimal opportunities exist for new graduates, since RN

vacancy rates are lower than they have been in recent

Nurses are more likely to be affected by

22
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years (Anderson, 1993; Canadian Nurses Association,

1995; Gentry, 1993). Begany (1994) surveyed RN readers

(n=300) and found almost a quarter of the participants

reported that they have experlenced layoffs in their
departments. Many of the respondents saw nursing as a
thriving profession, although they saw nurses assumlng

new roles and practicing in new settings.

The majority of literature on nurslng displacement

describes an American, non-unlonized system (Barnes,

Harmon & Kish, 1986; Borg & Jensen, 1985; Feldman &

Daly-Gawenda, L985; Lucas, L994; Roberts, L989,' Tuttle,
L992). However, three Canadian studies were found

whlch relate specifically to unionized nursing

dÍsplacement (tfmch, J.993; Olson, 1995; Sears, L992).

Às wel1, much of the Iiterature on nursing displacement

has focused on approaches used to handle displaced

workers.

Lucas (L994) describes a rlghtsÍzing experÍence at

one American hospital. The major emphasis on the plan

was the implementation of a displaced worker pool

(DWP). Employees identified as surplus in their
departments were relocated to the DWP cost centre.

Thls process was found to be beneficial since it gave
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employees time to find new jobs. Hospital executives

met with staff to obtain input on DWP policies, and

most employees wanted seniority to be the primary

factor in displacement. The hospital complied with
this request, but those with signÍficant performance

issues hrere also displaced. This strategy was found to
decrease substantially the number of employees actually
laid off. Staff's anxiety levels have been found to
decrease when posítions are retained based on s.eniority
(Lucas, L994; Roberts, 1989,' TuttIe, L992) - Roberts

(1989) found many admínistrators would have preferred

to use performance as a separation indicator.
Senlority was chosen since thefr method of performance

evaluation was not deemed satisfactory. However, to
meet the situation in which seniority was not in the

best interests of patient care or the cost-containment

effort, êr exceptions clause was lncorporated into the

plan.

SeveraL authors recommend employee fairness be

integral to the displacement plan (Roberts, 1989;

Tuttle, L992). Tuttle (7992) stresses using a

"transfer falr" approach to deal with dlsplaced

workers. This approach enables employees to have



information, conduct immediate interviews, and feel 
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they have been treated with respect and dignity-

Showlng institutional support and caring has been found

to be important during displacement (Borg & Jensen'

1985; Tuttle, L992). As well, programs designed to

assist displaced nurses and their spouses cope with job

loss were found to convey organizational concern for

those individuals affected, and reassure those who

remained that the facility cared about them (Tuttle,

L992). Job finding assistance progralns (Gallivan,

1986b; Schlossberg & Lefbowitz, 1980), employee

assistance prograns (trlatts, L988), and out-placement

servlces (Howes, 1995; Miche1in, 1995) have been

reported as helpful during downsizing. However, Olson

(L995) did not find nurses utilized the hospital's

employee assistance Program for support.

Feldman and Daty-Gawenda (1985) lnterviewed nurse

executives (n=9) to ascertain how they managed layoffs.

Atl facilities had layoff criteria and formal plans.

One hospitat was unionized, thus had a pre-existing

pollcy. seven hospitals used senlorlty wlth or without

performance as their crlteria for layoffs, while two

elected to use performance only as crlteria. Few
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hospitals had policies specific for those Ieft behind-

Factors for survival were identified as communication,

visÍbitÍty and availability of administrators, and good

interpersonal ski1ls. Communication has been found to

be critical durlng displacement (Feldman & Daly-

Gawenda, 1985; Hatrwood, 1990; L1mch, 1993; Meehan &

Price, 1988; Noer, 1993a, L993b; Olson, 1995; Sears,

1992,' Veninga, 1987 ) .

Many authors advocate strategies to cope with job

loss or economic uncertainty (Hughes, L993; Kaczmarek,

L993; L1mch, 1993,' Nornhold, L994; Russ, 1994; Wester,

L994; Zimmermann, L993, I994a), and several authors

encourage nurses to prepare for the possibility of

layoff (L1mch, 1993; Zimmermann, 1994a). Many

anecdotal accounts of nurses' personal experiences with
job loss have been reported recently (Frank, 1993;

Jones, 1993; Nichols, 1994; Rozak, L994; Zimmermann,

1993, 1994b).

Unionism and Dlsplacement

The Canadlan Nurses' Association endorsed

collective bargaining ln 1943 (Edwards, 1988).

Unlonism for nurses occurred for the same reasons as ln
other groups better economic and social quallty
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(Roberts, Cox, Baldwin & Ba1dwin, 1985). Job security
was not a motivating factor in the early days of

unionism. However, it is a critÍcal issue today

(Greene, 1993, PaIlarito, 1993, Scott, 1993).

UnÍonization for nurses has resulted in monetary gains

and provided a collective voice for nurses (O'Brien-

PalIas & Baumann, L992). Restructuring promotes

increased union activity since job security becomes an

overriding issue (Gallivan, 1986a). It has been

reported that some nurses are promoting unionizatÍon

(Greene, 1993), demanding guarantees that they will not

be replaced by less skilled workers, having no-layoff

clauses placed 1n their contracts (Pallarlto, L993) and

calling for seniority based reductions (Gattivan,

1986a).

Seniority systems define who 1s eligible for

certain monetary and fringe benefits (Ànderson,

Gunderson & Ponak, L989; Palmer & Palmer, 1991).

Traditionally, collective agreements outline that
Iayoffs be carried out in accordance wlth seniority
whích includes the right of an employee to bump a Less

senior employee if qualified to perform the work

(Harnden & LeBlanc, 1991). However, according to



Bridges (1994a), unions need to evolve or face

extinCtion "aS the American workplace becomes more and

more dejobbed" (p. L90). He believes unions of

tomorrow wl1t be educational Ínstitutions, offering

ongoing education similar to professional associations,

to enhance workers' employability-

According to Meehan and Price (1988), bumping

prlvileges are a "human resource nightmare" (p. 28) '

since there ls a problem of balancing competency wlth

quality care. They found many nurses were not suitable

for the positlons they bumped lnto- The result was

time-consuming and costly grievances. Staff retraining

was an additional cost. Despite a bumping process and

staff orientations, low staff morale and productivity

occurred. They found confusion and dissention resulted

when workers replaced less senior, Y€t productive

employees. They recornmended that if a bumping policy

exlsts, a merit system of performance should be taken

into consideration.

Bumping usually affects five tlmes more employees

than those originally dfsplaced (Meehan & Price, 1988).

one Alberta Hospital assessed the ramifications of a

bumping process (Farrell, L994). Nineteen positions

28
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were origínaIly deleted, However, after bumping, 99

employees were ultimately affected. Bumping was found

to cost the hospital $233,000 and in the end, only five
employees were laid off. The administrator advocated

that there should be a modified form of severance

rather than bumping, and more emphasis should be placed

on experience as opposed to years of organizationaL

work.

Olson (1995) found that 762 of the nurses surveyed

(n=93) did not perceÍve the bumping process as fair.
Nurses who were displaced had the right to displace

other nurses as long as they had more seniority. She

dlfferentiated between a bumping process and a layoff.
Less senlor staff are affected by layoffs, whereas

bumping affects a larger number of staff includfng

those with varying amounts of seniority. According to

Sears (1992), nurses were uncomfortable with bumping

co-workers to maintain their employment status.

Nurses' Reactions to Restructurino

Nurses' reactions to hospÍtaI downsizing and job

loss mirror people's reactÍons to any traumatic

incident (PawIicki , L994; Rozak, I994). Pawlicki

( 1994 ) presents an anecdotal account of a pre-and post-
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downsizing period. During the pre-downsizing period,

she found staff felt abandoned and abused, had

difficulty empathizíng with patients, quality of
patient care decreased, and staff split Ínto groupings

of new and old, depending on their seniority. Feelings

of disorientation and exhaustion, a Iikelihood for
errors, and a decreased faith in the treatment plans

were noted post-downsizing.

"As the envlronment in which hospitals operate

continues to become more and more competitive,

financially stressed, regulated, and generally less

supportive, more and more hospltals will be faced with
closure" (Harris, 1985, p. 99). The closlng of
hospitals has been found to be traumatic for those

involved (Bender, 1986; Davis, 1988,. Dencker, f9B9;

Harris, 1985; Massey, 1991). Massey (1991) examined

the bereavement reaction of mental health nurses (n=22)

to their hospital closure. Ànxiety about community

care, a refusal to accept the closure as being right,
and a strong identification with the o1d hospital were

articulated by the staff. Dencker (1989) identified
the greatest problems for the nurses (n=22I) during a

hospital cLosure were the splitting up of their working
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teams and having to establish new relationships.

The numbers of hospitals downsizing is increasing

(Kazemek & Channon, 1988). Many are in the mfdst of

restructuring or are contemplating restructuring
(Gentry, 1993). Impending cutbacks generate feelings

of uncertainty and insecurity (Rozak, 1994; Suderman &

Dyck, L994). If not appropriately managed, lowered

productivity may result (Darling & Luclano, 1985).

Suderman and Dyck (1994) chronicled the restructurlng
process at a Canadian hospital, and identified two

sides to the process - technical and people. They

concluded, "effective restructuring demands havÍng, and

properly using, knowledge of both" (p.26).

Restructuring causes stresses on lndividuals at

aIl levels (Mara, 1993). Mlnimizing trauma to

employees is the only way to achieve downsizing

benefits (Lee, L992). Olson (1995) measured the impact

of downsizfng on nurses (n=93) who remalned employed at

a CanadÍan hospital. Findings revealed the maJority of
partlcÍpants were dissatisfied with their jobs (88t),

not committed to nurslng (84t), not commÍtted to the

organízation (908), and stressed durlng the process

(87*). However, only L0* of the partlcipants had
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intent to leave. She related this low statistlc to a

depressed economy and the loss of seniority if nurses

Ieft the facíIity. She suggested withdrawal in other

forms. such as increased sick time utilization, may

replace their inabitity to physically leave the

organization.

Meehan and Price (1988) investigated the levels of

stress, satisfaction and motivation in nurses who were

experíencing restructuring. Nurses affected (n=49) and

not affected by the budgetary cuts (n=30) were

interviewed. Dlsplaced nurses were found to have

higher stress and lower job satisfaction. The greatest

levels of stress were found in the affected group who

were avrare that their positions were in jeopardy.

Nurses who were bumped showed the lowest levels of

stress. Uncertainty was found to be more dlfficult to

deal with than the actual displacement. Managers

focused their attention on displaced nurses. Many

affected nurses $¡ere angry and would have preferred

layoff to working outside their specialty. They

recommended more support for nurses indirectly affected

by displacement.

Llmch ( 1993 ) investÍgated nurses' reactfons to



displacement after a unit closed. Many of the

stressors identífied pertained specificalty to bumping.

Personal stressors for staff ÍncLuded concern for
patient care, a different patient focus, fear of not

being accepted on the new unit, Ioss of contact with

colleagues, having to comfort colleagues, loss of
income, feelings of loss of control over the situation,
an inability to retire earLy, physical ability to
perform the new job, feeling like starting all over

again, and a re-evaruation of personar and professional

values. Stressors identified for staff within the

Department of Nursing hrere rumours, denial of positÍon

requested, awaiting verification of position, rotations
not avaiLable on new units, hearing the misfortunes of
others, lack of communication and information, the

collective agreement, a decrease in casual shifts
available, and lack of administration visibility. The

collective agreement was seen as a necessity and an

inconvenience, concurrently. stressors for staff from

outside the Department of Nursing were identified as

lack of long-term planning, rack of alternative cost-
saving measures, blaming of nurses' wages for budget

strain, and downsizing in industry which had affected

33
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spouses. Further details regardÍng these stressors

were not provided.

Sears (1992) explored the rel-ationship between

stress, hope and coping in three groups of medical

nurses: those whose positions were eliminated due to

unit cl-osure (n=18), those whose positions on a unit
that was being relocated to another hospital (n=14),

and those whose positlons were unaffected (n=25). The

group being transferred to another facility was found

to have the highest stress, highest burnout, Iowest

hope, and to use copíng mechanisms less effectively.
Relocating to another hospital and having no choice

$rere found to be more stressful than receiving deletion
notfce. Of note, nurses who received deletion notices

were given support. The same level- of attention eras

not deemed necessary for the nurses belng transferred

since they had job security.

Supportlve Activities Durinq Restructurino

Some models of redesign approach restructuring as

an opportunity for change and a Iearning experience

(Farley, L994). Reframlng the negative event into a

positive outcome is a coping strategy recommended for
nurses who are unemployed (Rozak, L994; Strength &
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Ulmer, 1987). hlhen a hospital closed, Dencker (1989)

found 37 percent of the staff decided to further their
education and 43 percent were interested in community

care. However, many laid off nurses feel like they

have been fired (Rozak, 1994). Understanding that
layoffs do not represent poor performance helps with

the coping (Rozak, L994; Strength 6( U1mer, L9B7).

When an organization is planning to restructure,
supportive activities are required for both staff and

managers (Arndt & Duchemin, 1993; Donley, L994;

Haywood , ),990; Meehan & Price, 1988 ) . Arndt and

Duchemln (1993) suggest managers shouLd be supported

with educational sessions such as managing change,

supporting staff and stress management. Llmch (1993)

interviewed managrers after a restructuring and bumping

process. Three themes the need for informatlon, the

need for quality control, and the need for support

were identified as paramount to their survival.
Ernployees have been found to have a high need for
information (L1mch, 1993; Noer, 1993a; Veninga, 1987).

Barnes et aI. (1986) examined the effectiveness of

a dlsplacement orientation program (DOP) by comparing

dlsplaced nurses (n=10) and non-dlsplaced nurses
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(n=10). The program vras designed to minimize staff

reactÍons and maximize their adjustment. Displaced

nurses were to receive an orientation program

immediately on transfer to the new units, and an

adjustment program at one month. Initially, nurses

were extremely angry and could not be recruited for the

study. Staff urere found to need time, about two and

one-half months, to diffuse their anger before they

could be recrulted. Two measurements were obtained

using the Profile of Mood States (POMS) and the Group

Environmental Scale (GES). The treatment group had

lower scores on the POMS indicating a decrease in
negative mood states, and higher scores on the GES

indÍcating an increase in group membershfp behaviours.

They concluded that the DOP was beneficial for

displaced nurses. However, the two and a half month

recruitment delay may have been a factor in the

positive results.

Àccording to Sears (1992), the least helpful

thlngs for nurses during displacement were uncertalnty

and rumours; administration and poor communication; and

the bumpÍng process. The most helpful things for
nurses during dispLacement were support and sharing
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feelings; co¡nmunication and information; and management

working with union. Lack of choice during dlsplacement

causes increased stress. She concluded nurses can cope

when given choice, information and support. Àccording

to Meehan and Price (1988), nurses need to be placed in
the right setting from the beginning. Employees are

happier when they are matched to their interests, and

there can be considerable savings from redeployment and

inplacement despfte the expense of retraining (Stuller,

1993 ) .

Rozak (1994) developed a transition series for
nurses who have lost their jobs due to hospital

restructuring. Many anecdotal accounts of the

experiences of laid off nurses were included in the

hopes that unemployed nurses would be able to relate to

the experiences of others. Health care worker

retraining is starting to receive attentlon (MÍchelin,

1995 ) .

Restructurinq and Nurses' Worklife

Restructuring of health care delivery systerns,

with subsequent alteratlons in nursfng roles, are

creatfng dramatic changes in the work environment for
nurses (Rozak, 1994; Tumulty, Jernigan & Kohut, L994;



Triolo et âI., 1995). "These changes, although

designed to improve healthcare delivery, have resulted

in a rigorous envÍronment of continuous disruption"
(Triolo et âI., 1995, p.56). Staff need to be prepared

for the changes in health care delivery (Donley, 1994;

Triolo et â1., 1995), and many staff advocate for role
preparation in order to survive in the new environment

(Hurley, I994).

Tumulty et al. (1994) lnvestigated the effects of
organizatlonal change and the work envlronment on

nurses' job satisfaction (n=L59), using an Index of
l{ork Satisfaction questionnaÍre. Various factors were

found to contribute to job satisfaction, and working

relationships were identified as the most slgnificant.
Nurses working on units with stronger managers and peer

support were found to have more job satisfaction.
Restructurins and Patient Care

3B

Nurses are concerned that changes in care delivery
may lead to lower quality patlent care (Avery, L994;

Collins & Nob1e, L992; Munro, L995; Roos et â1., 1996).

Fewer patient deaths and complications, shorter J.engths

of stay, and increased patient satisfaction result when

patients are cared for by a higher percentage of RNs
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(Avery, L994; Prescott, 1993). Maintaining quality of

care has been found to be critical during restructuring
(Avery, L994; BannÍng, L992; Lewis, Nitta, Biczi &

Robinson, 1986,' Meehan & Price, L988). Worron (1996)

reported death rates rose at Àmerican hospitals where

reductions in workforce were implemented without long

term planning. Japsen (1993), reporting on the same

study, identified reducing staff by 7.75* or more were

4008 more likely to see an increase in patient illness
and mortality. However, this finding was not further

discussed. E.C. Murphy, one of the study consultants,

stated in a telephone interview with Worron (1996),

"cutting nurses could have a profound effect on patient

health" (p. A9). However, Roos et al. (1996) reported

no adverse patient care effects occurred as a result of

approximatety 500 Ínpatient beds being closed in a

large Canadian city. They found residents had the same

or better access, Do evidence that downsizing

negatively affects quality of care, and the health

status of residents remained relatively stable between

1990 and 1993. Atthough the reported findings hrere

significant, more bed closures have been announced

which may influence these preliminary results.
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Àdditional bed closures were seen as viable based on

their results (Winnipeg Free Press, 1996).

Lewis et al. (1986) investigated nursing care

during downsizing utilizing a Patient Care Àssessment

Tool. The hospital implemented a new charting
procedure at this time, which may have impacted on the

results. Findings revealed that overall, quality of
nursing care remained relatively unchanged, although

certain indicators did change. High scores were found

in areas of hygiene, conmunication, and responses to
nursing care; and low scores were found in charting,
care planning, patient education and discharge

planning. They concluded that many internal and

external factors contribute to an unstable envÍronment

during downsizing, and these factors may negatively

influence patient care.

Lavoff Survivors

Whether downsizing Is done the right way or the

wrong wây, it significantly affects all involved

(Brockner, 1992; Brockner. Greenberg, Brockner, Bortz,

Davy & Carter, 1986; Brockner, Grover, Reed, DeWitt &

O'MaI1ey, I9B7; Davy, Kinickf, & Scheck, 1991;

Isabella, 1989; Lee, 1992; Marks & Mirvis , L992; Noer,
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1993a, 1993b; Rozak, 1-994; Zemke, 1990). After a staff
reduction process, the toughest job is ahead for
management dealing with survivors (Kazemek & Channon,

LgBB). Àccording to Lee (1992), initial reactions of

anger and pain change to fear and cynicism. Trust in
the company deteriorates and the result is low morale,

decreased efficiency, productivity erosion, and lack of

long term profit improvements. Treating survivors as

though they are fortunate to have a job creates further
emotional trauma and resentment. Interaction on a

frequent basis is a key factor ln repairlng the

employer-employee relationship (Lee, L992). Staff who

remain employed should not be ignored (Brockner, L992;

IsabelIa, 1989; Meehan & Price, 1988; Noer, L993a,

1993b; Sears, 1992).

Organizations must deal with layoff survivors, or

there are dangers of loslng good staff, increasing

employee stress and maladaptive behaviour, and having

withdrawn and apathetlc employees (Isabelta, 1989).

Brockner (L992) stresses that when the organization

takes the time to provide adequate reasons for the

layoffs, survivors will judge the process as fair.
Many factors erere found to impact how survivors
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perceived the layoff process (Brockner, 1992,- Brockner

et aI., 1986; Brockner et ô1., 1987). As well,

survivors are influenced by changes in their work

setting, which often accompany Iayoffs. How the

changes are viewed, âS a threat or an opportunity,

affected productivity and morale. Job insecurity

increases after layoffs, and survivors' reactions

depend on their career prospects relative to pre-

downsizing opportunities (Brockner, 1992). Brockner et

aI. (1987) found that survivors reacted most negatively

when they identified with J.ayoff victims and perceived

them to have been inadequately compensated.

Davy et al. ( 1991 ) developed and tested a model of
survivor responses (n=BB) to layoff. They found that
perceived fairness and job security have direct effects

on job satisfaction. If the fairness perception

decreases, attitudes toward the organization becomes

more negative, and there is increased likelihood of

withdrawaL from the organization. They concluded that
witnessing layoffs have a significant effect on

survivors. The approach to downsizing creates a domino

effect that can echo through the company for a long

time (Lee, 1992; Noer, 1993a).
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Noer (1993a) identified an emergence of a layoff
survivor blaming phenomenon in a post-downsizing study.

He conceptualized blaming as a form of projection, to
prevent survivors from dealing with guilt. Minimal

Iiterature was found specific to survivor blaming.

Godfrey (7994), an administrator during a unit closure,

found staff blamed her for the decisions made.

Cameron, Freernan and Mishra ( 1991 ) reported some

survivors may develop survivor envy. There may be

disincentives in the workplace after downsizing such as

increased workloads, and layoff survivors can be

envious of displaced workers.

Layoff Survivor Sickness

The concept of a survivor syndrome is starting to

receive attention (TrioIo et âl ., 1995; L1mch, 1993,'

Marks & Mirvls, L992; Noer, 1993). Marks and Mirvis
describe survivor sickness in the context of a merger.

They advocate investing the time in post-merger team

building. Noer ( 1993a) described individuaLs who

remain employed, after layoffs, do not get the

attention they need. He describes them as suffering
from Layoff Survivor Sickness.



Several recent studies have lnvestigated nurses as

survivors of restructuring (Olson, 1995; Triolo et ê1.,

1995). In a unionized Canadian hospital, OIson (1995)

measured the ímpact of downsizing on RNs (n=93).

Nurses were found to be affected negatively by the

process, and no differences were identified between

nurses directly or indirectly affected by displacement.

Nurses had decreased job satisfaction, decreased job

security, Iow commitment to nursing and the

organization, were dissatisfied with their Jobs, and

did not percelve the layoff process as fair. She

concluded many nurses who had survlved a downsizing

process r^rere exhiblting layoff survivor syndrome

symPtoms.

Triolo et al. (1995) surveyed staff nurses to
obtain feedback related to organizational changes.

Included in the survey were seven written response

questions, and the responses totalled 1L0 single-spaced

typed pages. Staff had experienced numerous changes in
their worklife including altered reporting

relationships, loss of colleagues, and a working

environment in constant flux. Feetings of staff

Layoff Survivors Sickness and Nurses
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members urere grouped into the following themes: fear,
insecurity and uncertainty; frustration, resentment,

and anger; sadness, depression, and guilt; and

unfairness, betrayal, and distrust. They concluded

that half of the respondents appeared to be exhibitlng
layoff survivor sickness. They identified two factors
as being the causes for the layoff survivor symptoms:

perceived violation of trust and a change in the

employment relationship. A Leadership deveJ.opment

program was developed to assist staff in dealing with
the constant changes and the grÍeving process, provide

knowledge related to health care, and help nurses

network with other nurses within the facility.
SUMMÀRY OF LITERATURE REVIET¡J

The business world has dealt with restructuring
issues for many years, especially during the past 10

years (Bunning, 1990; Cameron, Kim, & Whetten, l9B7;

Heenan, 1989). Much literature has been written on the
process and approaches to restructuring (Heenan, 1989).

However, there is a pauclty of research which

investigates the impacts of restructuring on survlvors
(Cameron et ô1., 1991). This is a critical issue since

organizatlons need an environment of high morale and



productivity to survive (Noer, 1993a).

Minimal research has been done on the human impact

of health care restructuring and dísplacement and lts

effects on nurses' worklife. The fu11 reverberation of

restructuring and displacement is unknown and may not

become apparent until employees have Lived within the

new organization for a time (Isabella, 1989). In

addition, hospitals are continually changing. It may

take several years before the outcomes are obvious

(Pallarito, 1994) . Anticipation of the layoff can be

as stressful as the actual layoff (Hamilton et â1.,

1990; Hoffman et âI., L991; KasI et â1., L975; Noer,

1993a; Sears, L992). Sears (L992) contends that

dÍsplacement is an added stressor for nurses who

already work in high stress positlons. It is
anticipated that further actlon to control costs will

be inÍtiated (Collins & Nob1e, L992; Hurley, 1994;

Mara, 1993; Zimmermann, 1994a). Nurses wiLl continue

to be affected by the accompanyfng HCR changes (Manga,

1992) -
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Two frameworks were utilized in this study. The

first theoretical framework, O'Brien-pa1Ias and

Baumannrs nursing worklife framework (1,992), integrates
with the second theoretical base, Noer's management

model of layoff survivors (1993a).

O'Brien-Pallas qn@ Baumann's Unifyinq Framework

Conceptuat framew

The unifying framework of nursing worklife
proposed by O'Brien-Pallas and Baumann (j.992) explores

the relationship between the individual nurse's

experience, the institutional context of work, and the

features of the broader health care system (Figure 1).
This theoretical framework ls useful since it
specifically addresses issues faclng nurses in
practice. A quality environment is one in which the
goals of the individual nurse and patient are met, and.

where both outcomes are accomplished within the cost

and quality framework of the receivÍng organization
(O'Brien-Pa1las, Baumann, & Villeneuve, L994b).

Nursing work 1s a system of interacting dÍmensions,

with an increasing emphasls on productivity,
efficÍency, quality assurance, and cost effectiveness.
These are important issues since health professlonals'
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roles and patient care are being challenged, and the

health care system is rapid changing (Baumann &

O'Brien-Pallas, 1993). Many variables, both internal
and external to the nurse, affect worklife. There is a

great deal of interaction between these factors which

ultimately affect both the nurse and patient outcomes.

Nursing worklife is complex.

The internal dÍmensions of the model include

variables which focus on the nurse and her/his working

environment (O'Brien-Pallas & Baumann, 1992). Four

major factors individual factors; social/
envlronmental contextual factors; operational factors;
and administrative factors - comprise this dimension.

The fndividual factors are an interplay between home

life and worklife. Nurses are lnfluenced by the work

context, including their professionaL relationships.
These factors are central to the socio/environmental

contextual domain, Patient care de).ivery constitutes
the operational factors. Care delivery activlties, the

degree of technology, and the availability of equipment

will influence worklife. Administrative factors, which

include benefits and policies, provide the structure
for the smooth-running hospital operation.
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The external dimensions include factors external
to the nurse and her/his working environment (O'Brien-

Pallas & Baumann, 1992). Three major factors - client
demand on system, health care policy, and the Labour

market are central to this aspect of the model.

Nurses are challenged to provide nursing care to meet

the demands of health care users in an environment in
which the numbers of active treatment beds have been

reduced, and community health care is a maJor focus of
care. Labour market conditions such as the numbers of
positions available wilI influence worklife.

Noer's Lavoff Survivor Model

The layoff survivor model descrÍbed by Noer

( 1993a) provided the second conceptual framework for
the study. Thls framework was useful because it
descrÍbed feelings, thoughts and experiences of
individuals who LÍved through an organizational

downsizing process. Noer (f993a) descrlbes those

employees, who remain working for the restructured

organization after involuntary reductions in workforce,

as layoff survivors. He contends that a profound shift
in the employer-employee relationshÍp occurs when

downsizTng Ís lmplemented, and this shift dramatically
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affects employees. Employees, who used to be regarded

as assets, are now costs to be cut. past

organizational communication was nurturing toward

employees, whereas post-downsizing communication is at
times violent. Words such as terminated and deleted
are more commonly used. Long-term career development

has been repJ.aced with short-term job fit and short-
term profit orientation. Buirding up has been repraced

wÍth taking apart. As a result of these shifts, there
is a deviation in the psychological contract that binds

indivlduals and organizations. The result is an

embittered workforce with reduced productivity.
The old employment contract, a psychological

contract between employers and employees, implied

employees who perform and fit the organlzational
culture can count on thelr jobs being there (Noer,

1993a). However, long term emplol.ment can no longer be

expected. There Ís a ne$¡ psychological contract, which

flts with the new reaLity of the work ptace. Loyalty
to an orgranization is replaced with loyalty to one's

work -

The workforce left behind after downsizing has

been seriously affected by the changes (Noer, 1993a)
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Layoffs, whÍch are expected to foster a lean and mean

organization, result more often in an angry and

depressed organization. He descrlbes these employees

as suffering from layoff survivor slckness, which "is a

generic term that describes a set of attitudes,
feelings and perceptions that occur in employees who

rernain in organizational systems following involuntary
employee reductions" (Noer, 1993a, p. 13). Layoff

survivor sickness is epidemic and virulent to both the

human spirit and the organization. Instead of creating
an efficient and productive organization, reductions in
staff more often lead to a risk aversive and 1ess

productive workforce. The basic bind of lean and mean

leads to sad and angry (Figure 2), and the key variable
in the development of layoff survivor sickness is the

survivors' sense of personal violation. The greater

the employees' perception of personal violation, the
greater their susceptibility to deveJ.op tayoff survivor
sickness. The perception of violation is related to
their feelings of trust about the organization taking
care of them - the old employment contract.
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The higher the sense
of violation, the greater the
susceptibility to symptoms

( Noer, 1993a , p.7 ) .

The feelings of those who remained employed in the

organization and those who underwent involuntary
employee reduction were mirror images of each other.

Survivor symptoms include the following: depression,

stress and fatigue; job insecurity; distrust and

Trust

of survivor sickness.

(Hish)(Low)' Layoff-Survivor Symptoms
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betrayar; decreased risk taking and motivation; wanting

it to be over; l-ack of reciprocal commitment;

dissatisfaction with planning and communication,. lack

of strategic direction; a sense of permanent change;

continued optimism and commitment,- anger over the

Iayoff process; lack of management credibility; and

short-term profit orientation. Layoff survivor

symptoms persist over time and do not disappear without
assistance (Noer, 1993a). Survivors struggle with

their feelings in ways that are not personally healthy
or organizatÍona11y productive (Noer, 1993b).

Surnmar¡¡

The two conceptual frarneworks facilitate the

understanding of the study,s purpose. The unifying
framework, proposed by O'Brien-pallas and Baumann

(1992), is useful since it specifically addresses

issues confronting nurses at the bedside. Noer's

(1993a) modet of layoff survivor sickness provided

another dimension to the issues confronted by nurse

survivors in a restructured work environment. This

framework was useful since it describes thoughts,

feelings and experiences of those who 1ive through a

downsizing process.



Chapter Summarv

regarding restructuring, including displacement, and

nurses have been presented. Based on this review, it
is apparent that a void exists in the knowredge rerated
to impacts of restructuring and dispLacement on GDRNs

and how their worklife has been affected. previous

research has focused on restructuring from the
perspective of successful approaches utilized.
However, the post-Iayoff environment has received

relatively Iittle attention (Noer, 1993a). Hospital
restructuring, with resurting displace.ment for nurses,

wilr have an effect on themselves and their worklife.
o'Brien-Pallas and Baumann's unifying framework of
nursing worklife (1992) and Noer'!s Layoff survivor
model ( 1993a) are sensÍtive to the study purpose which

1s to explore the impact of restructuring and

displacement on nurses and how it affects their
workl i fe -

In this chapter, a review of the literature
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In this chapter, the research approach, study

setting and sample, data collection including the

interview guÍde utilized, and data analysis procedures

wiII be presented. Reliability and vaLidity issues

wiÌl be described, and the chapter will conclude with a

discussion of ethical considerations.

Research Approach

Qualitative approaches in science are explicit

methods of inquiry oriented toward understanding human

thoughts, behaviours, negotiatlons, and institutions

(Brink & Wood, 1989). The intent of these approaches

is to gain a deep, rich understanding of the subject's

experiences (Baker, Wuest & Stern, L992; Habermann-

LlttIe, 1991), and are directed toward discovering new

insights and meanlngs (Brink & Wood, 1989).

According to Brink and hlood (1989), qualltatlve

approaches should be utllized when the present state of

knowledge about the topic is minimal. Limited

literature, was found regardíng the impact of

restructuring and displacement on nurses and how it

affected their worklife. Therefore, it was appropriate

to use a qualttative approach, speclfically

Chapter 3: RESEARCH METHODS
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phenomenology, for this particular study.

Phenomenologr¡

Phenomenology is the science of human experience

and approaches the understandÍng from the individual
perspective (Drew, L9B9; Knaack, 1984,' Morse, L9B9;

Pallikkathayil & Morgan, 1991). The method is an

inductive, descriptive approach to investigate and

descrÍbe phenomena in the way they are experienced and

Iived (Oiler, 1982; Omery, 1983). This method is
particularly useful for research as only humans know

what they have experienced by looking back on it
(OiIer, 1982) .

Assumptions Underpinnino the Studv

The followlng assumptions underpin this study:

1) À11 human behaviour is understood in terms of

the subject's orientation in the world (Oiler, I9B2).

2) Qualitative methodologies offer researchers

valuable approaches to the understanding of human

experience (Baker et ô1., L992).

3) The research approach selected for this study

is holistic in that it se,eks to study the lived
experience of the person, rather than isolating
variables and then trying to put them back together
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(Benner, 1985).

4) The researcher and participants respond to each

other during the research process (Paterson, 1994).

5) The researcher's experience will contribute to
the study's findings (Drew, 1989).

6) Nurses wilI disclose their feelings and

thoughts about their lived experience with hospital
restructuring and displacement.

7) Hospital restructuring and displacement affect
nurses in varying degrees.

B) Nurses' worklife is affected by restructuring

and displacement in varying degrees.

Description of the Stud¡¡ SampLe and Settinq

Nurse Participants

General Duty Registered Nurses (GDRN) employed at

the study hospital were recruited for this study. A

sample of convenience (n=10) was used. Nonprobalility
sampling is appropriate when a researcher is examining

understandings and meanings. Sample adequacy is
evaluated by the quality, completeness, and amount of

information contributed by informants (Chinn, 1986).

According to Sandelowskl (1995), adequacy of sample

size is one that permits the deep analysis that is a
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hallmark of qualitative inquiry, and that results in
new and richly textured understanding of experience.

Nurses who have been indirectly or directly
affected by displacement were interviewed by the

investfgator. It was anticipated that at least half
the participants would be directly affected by

displacement.

Inclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria for participants in the study

were:

L. AIl participants $rere currently employed in a

permanent GDRN position within the study setting.
2- GDRNs who had been affected directly or indirectly
by dlsplacement $re,re included in the study.

3. All directly affected participants were displaced

from their posltions by either the bumping process or
position deletion.

4. All directly affected GDRNs we,re entitled to
rights as outllned in the Study Hospital and Nurses'

Union Bumplng ProtocoL (1992). Positions obtained

would either have been vacant positlons or positions

held by RNs with less accrued seniorlty hours.

5. Participants, indirectly affected by the bumping
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process, were not displaced during the bumping process.

They remained in either their permanent positlon or

transferred voluntarily to another position.
6. AlI participants were GDRNs, classified under the

Nurses' Collective Àgreement as Nurse II.
Demoqraphic Information

To further describe the study sample, demographic

information about subjects is obtained (Pallikkathayil
& Morgan, l-991). A demographic information form was

developed by the investigator (Àppendix B).

Ouestions Relatinq To The BumpÍnq Process

Nurses, who had been directly affected by

displacement, were asked questions regarding the

bumping process (Àppendix C). These questions related

specifically to the dlsplacement process including the

exercising of seniority rights to maintain emplol.ment.

Studv Settinq

The study hospital is a 632 bed acute care,

Catholic tertiary, university affiliated health care

facÍlity ln $Jestern Canada, A long tradition of
providing humanistic and spiritual care had been

established. "The hospital is committed to promoting a

work environment of mutual respect, trust and
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confÍdence among all members of the staff" as stated in
the Study Hospital's Mission Statement (1994). The

management philosophy reflected the belief that heatth
care workers were partners in patient care. The

concept of caring is integral to the hospitat's mission

and values.

The study hospital was mandated by the provincial
government to reduce its budget with the assistance of
an American consulting firm (Study Hospital Nurses'

Union, 1993). Task force teams, comprised of employees

from various hospitar departments, were responsibre for
examinÍng specific facets of the organization. Their
focus was to make reconmendations for reducing costs.
This approach has been used in other hospital
restructuring processes (Suderman & Dyck, j.994). The

study hospital environment was already in a state of
uncertainty when the contract between the government

and the consulting firm was sÍgned. The restructuring
project soon became a "po1itÍcaL football" (Litvack,
1994). Anger surfaced, and was associated with the use

of an American consulting service (Study Hospitaì.

Nurses' union , L993 ) . prior to the imprementation of
the consurtants work, r27 inpatient beds were closed at
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the study hospital. (Litvack, Lgg4). The hospitaL
pediatric units were closed and, al_I inpatient
pediatric services were centralized in another

facility. Almost 50 percent of the hearth care workers

laid off in the study province were employed at the

study hospital (Study province Nurses' Union, Igg4)-

Joint Hospital And Union Bumpinq protocol

The nurses' union local and the study hospital
managers developed a strategy for handling the

reductions in work force (Àppendix I ). This process

became knourn as the "Bumping protocol" (study Hospitar
& Nurses' Union, 7992). À nurse was not allowed to
remain Ín her/his position if there was a nurse with
more seniority who met the minimum qualifications for a

position, who wanted to bump into it. HÍgher academic

credentiaLs and/or competency assessment were not

considered. Nurses with greater senfority vrere assured

a position, for the time being, within the study
hospltal.

In 1993, a totat of 230 nursing positions vrere

dereted at the study hospitar. According to one of the
Bumping Office representatives, approximately 500 RNs

were affected by deletions and subsequent bumping.
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hJhen bumping to a particular unit was intense, the
study hospitar and union jointly crosed bumping to that
area due to issues of patient safety. Approximatery

100 nurses did not exercise their bumping rights for
reasons of an inability to go through the process,

insufficient numbers of seniority hours to bump, or
being in an LPN position. RoIe deletion for LpNs

occurred. AlI LpNs were gÍven the opportunity to
return to school. As positions became vacant, RNs on

Iayoff were recalled to positions based on their
seniority and qualifications. Ar1 LpNs, who obtained
their RN status, were placed on the rayoff rist. They

regained their seniority hours after workÍng one shift
as an RN- As of october, 1995, approximately 40 nurses
remaíned on the lay off rist, according to the study
hospita|s staff ing coordinator. üJhen the stud.y was

conducted, additional bed crosures were announced..

Data Collection

Sample Recruitment

Once ethicat approval and hospital access were

obtained, potential participants were recruited through
an advertisement in the study hospita|s newsletter
(Appendix C). The author anticipated that a large
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number of nurses woul-d read the advertisement since

copies of the newsletter were distributed to aIl
nursing units. [ùithin three weeks of the advertisement

being published, eight potential particlpants had

contacted the investigator to obtain additional study

information. AIl but one potential participant met the

inclusÍon criteria for the study. Prior to the

co¡nmencement of the study, a procedure for recruiting
additional potential participants, if needed, had been

arranged with the study hospital. Since the number of
potential participants was less than the previously

anticipated number of 10, an information letter was

distributed to aII appropriate hospital_ units (Appendix

F). The investigator requested head nurses to post the

letter or place it in their communication book. Head

nurses were not informed of staff's decisions to
participate in this study or not. participants'

identitles were not discl-osed. The information letter
was formatted to fit on one sheet of paper. The

investigator's home telephone number was Iisted in the

information letter should any potential participant
elect to further pursue interest in the study- The

letter included information about the investigator, the
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study purpose, the requirements of the partÍcipant,
anonymity of the participants, the intervÍew process,

and the voluntariness of participation. As weIl,
potential participants slere informed that the interview
wourd be kept confidentiat and their narnes wourd not
appear on any of the data. Data obtained from the
interviews was scrutinized to assure anonymity of their
participation, and the participants' identities were

protected. It was stressed that participation was

voluntary, and they could withdraw from the study at
any time without any ramifications. Three addÍtional
potentiar participants were recruited via this method.

Interview

Data collection occurred in two phases: a pre_

lnterview telephone call and an individuaL intervlew.
Pre-Interview Telephone CaIl

The advertisement attracting potential study
recruits and the fnformatlon letter Iisted the
investigator's home telephone number. potentiar study
participants terephoned the investigator to obtain
further information about the study. After potentiar
participants úvere fulry informed of the study and its
requirements, the investigator determined their
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eligibility for the study using a screening

questionnaire (Àppendix D). The guestions on this form

related to the inclusion criteria established for this
study, Once it was determined that the potential
participants met the study inclusÍon criteria, had no

further questions, and gave verbal consent to
particÍpate in the study, a time and location was

mutually agreed upon for the individual interview.
A total of L4 potential participants contacted the

investigator. AtI but four of the potential
participants met the inclusion criteria for the study.

Four potential particlpants were excluded from

participating because they were not employed in
permanent GDRN positions. Arrangements $rere made with
the potential partÍcipants to be interviewed in their
homes at a time of their convenience. One participant
requested to be lnterviewed in the investigator's home

since it was more convenient for her.

Individual Interviews

Individual semi-structured interviews were

conducted using an interview guide developed by the

Ínvestigator (Appendix A). An interview that is not

structured gives the researcher the opportunity to use
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interpersonal skilts to assist the subject with
disclosing the lived experience (pallikkathayil &

Morgan, 1991). The semi-structured intervieurs were

organized around areas of particular interest, yet

still allowed flexibitity in scope and depth of the
interviews (Morse, L9B9). rntervÍew questÍons erere kept

broad and open-ended, and were designed in such a way

as to avoid infl-uencing the respondents' anslvers (Baker

et â1., L992) . Minimal prompts were used during the
interviews. The interview approach was based on

Benner's work (1985). This entailed having the
participant describe the event, share as much

information as possibre, relate the importance of the
event and include everythlng they wanted to say about

the event.

It was anticipated that the l0 intervfews would

take approximately four months to compLete. The study
commenced in November, 1995 and the interviews r¡rere

compreted by the middLe of February, 1.996. The author

anticipated that each interview would take

approxfmatery one to one and a harf hours to complete.

The intervlews were audiotaped. The guestionnaÍres

relating to demographic information and the bumplng
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process were completed at the begÍnning of the

interview after the participants asked any additional_

guestions, the information letter had been reviewed,

participants verbally agreed to participate, and the

consent form had been signed (appendix H). A code

number was assigned to each subject to maintain

anonymi ty.
The intervÍew guide was criticatly reviewed by one

expert in hospital downsizing and nursing displacement,

as welr as the thesis committee. The interview guide

was then pl1ot tested. Pretesting the questionnalre

was done to ensure that the interview questions are

suitable and relevant to the partÍcipants (Chinn,

1986).

Pilot Studv of Intervlew Guide

A pilot study of the intervlew guide was completed

in late October, 1995. Two RNs, one nurse who had

experienced position displacement and one nurse not

directly affected by position displacement,
participated in the pilot. The nurses in the pilot
study met the study's inclusion crÍteria. A sampre of
convenience was used. The nurses were known to the
lnvestigator. One partlcipant, directly affected by
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displacement, had five years of hospital seniority
while the second participant, who had not experienced

displacement, had L2 years seniority. The purpose of
the pilot was explained to the partictpants. They

signed a consent form prior to entry into the pilot
study (Appendix G).

The interview guide was modified after the first
interview. Modifications to the questions included

refinement of terminology congruent with the

participant's understanding. As wel1, one of the
questions was reformurated into two distinct questions.

Às a result, one guestion was removed from the guide

because of redundancy. The second participant found

the questions to be appropriate to her experiences and

made sense to her. Minimal prompting was required to
elicit the requested lnformation. The revised

interview guide was found, by the investigator, to be

relevant and sultabre to both the participants and the

study purpose.

Journal

Palllkkathayil and Morgan (1991) suggest the

researcher should keep an ongoing record of the

interviews, including thoughts, feelings and reactions.
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The investigator, after each interview, kept a journal

of her personal thoughts and feelings. It was

completed after each interview. Information relating
to the interview such as factors that may influence the

data analysis were included in the journal entries.
Data AnaL¡¡sis

The purpose of analysis in Ínterpretive research,

according to Benner (1985), is to discover

commonalities in meaniûgs, situations, practices and

bodily experiences. Interpretation of data with
faithfulness is the goal of data analysis (Knaack,

1984). The process of data analysis required

substantial time to develop coding decisions, to
actually code the transcripts and to complete the

analysis process (Pallikkathayil & Morgan, 1991).

Various approaches for analyzing qualitative
research has been described (Jasper, 1994). However,

the approach described by Colaizzi was utilized for
this study (Colaizzi, 1,978; Knaack, 1984 ) . The steps

were as follows:

1. The transcripts were read to obtain a sense of
the who1e.

2. Significant statements that pertalned to the
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phenomenon under investigation were extracted from all
the transcripts.

3. Themes emergring from the data were identified.
Contradictory themes were included in this component of
the analysis.

4. The results were then integrated into an

exhausted description of the phenomenon and statements

were formulated to identify fundamental structure.
To further validate or clarify issues, the

Ínvestigator returns to the participants to ascertain
whether or not the analysis described theÍr experiences

(Colaizzi, 1978; Knaack, 1984). The investigator
arranged to contact participants by telephone, ât thefr
home, if post-intervfew clarification of information
was required. The lnvestigator contacted one

participant to clarify her thoughts related to comments

about wanting to leave nursing.

After each interview, the audiotapes of each

individual interview were transcribed verbatim onto a

computer program. This was saved on a diskette and

stored in a locked fillng cabinet. A hard copy of each

lnterviesr was printed. The investigator Iistened to
the audiotape several tlmes after each transcription to
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ensure the interviews rÂrere transcribed exactly. This

was followed by anarysis of the text. Each rine of the

transcript was read and re-read. Thoughts and feelings
of each participant were marked, using a highlighter
p€r, on the printed transcripts, and the investigator
wrote comments in the margins. The investigator arso

used Benner's approach to analyzing text data.

According to Benner (L985), the investigator "enters
into a dialogue with the text" (p. 9). For example,

alI participants were angry initially over the

restructuring plans. The author considered the
question, "Why did the participants feel this way?".

As the author questioned the data, the themes started
to emerge. Each interview was analyzed prior to
subsequent interviews. The themes which emerged from

the analysis of text were found to be repetitive after
the first five Ínterviews. No additionar themes were

discovered in the last five interviews. However, the
analysis of these Ínterviews valldated the themes

previously identifÍed by the investigator. The thesis
chair, an expert in quaritative research, reviewed two

transcripts.
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Issues Related To ReLiabilitv and Validitv
Strategies to control bias were integrated into

the study (Benner, 1985). rt has been recognized that
researchers have a reactive effect on the subjects of a

study (Drew, 1989; paterson, 1994) and the interviewer
is affected by the subjects (Drew, 1989,. paterson,

1994) - one never approaches a situation without a pre-
understanding (chinn, 1986). Research is carried out
because the phenomenon in question matters in some way

to the researcher (Drew, 1989).

Reactivity is the response of the researcher and

the subjects to each other during the research process

(Paterson, 1994). Reactivity in qualitative research

is not a limitation of the research process. but rather
an inherent el_ement of the research which must be

recorded (Paterson, 1994). Bracketing is the activity
of clarifying the investlgator's assumptions and

preunderstandings about the phenomenon (Munhalì., 1994)

rt enhances the trustworthiness of the phenomenological

method (PaIIikkathayiJ. & Morgan, 1991) bringing
perspective into view (Oiler, 1992). The subject is
approached and asked broad, open-ended questions in
regards to the subject's experience (pallikkathayil &
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Morgan, 1991 ) . This was done to prevent the
investigator from infruencing the participants,
responses. The investigator is not free of bias.
However, it is possÍble to control it (Oiter, LIBZ).
The researcher keeps track of thoughts, feelÍngs and
reactions about the interviews by keeping an ongoing
record (palJ_ikkathayit & Morgan, 1991). The
investigator kept a journal after each individual
interview.

Drew (1ggg) believes that the interviewer,s own
experience can be considered data and examined within
the context of the study for the part Ít played in the
study's results. ,,It is especially relevant and
appropriate, however, for a phenomenorogicar researcher
to look at his or her own experience of a study,
particurarly the reasons for choosing the phenomenon,
and the way he or she experiences the persons
interviewed" (Drew, 1989, p. 431). The investigator
for this study is a survivor of hospitar restructuring
and displacement, having experienced bumping, Iay off,
and subsequent recalL. As such, the investigator
experienced many of the challenges and disappolntments
that the subjects in this study have encountered. The
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investigator kept a journal of her thoughts and

feelings after each interview, especiarly how she felt
about the interview and the participant's stories.

Ethical- Considerations

An information letter was given to aLl subjects
interested in participating in the study (Àppendix F)

as well as distributed to all appropriate nurslng
units. Potential- participants were informed that the
ínterview would be kept confidential and their names

wouLd not appear of any of the data. rt was explained
to participants that data obtained during the

interviews wourd onry be avaitabre to the investigator
and the thesis committee. rt was arso explained that
their names would not appear on any of the
documentation. Participants and alI information
pertaining to participants would be assigned a code

number. The code and matching narne wourd be kept in a

locked cabinet, of which access was restricted to the
investigator. Data obtained from the interviews wourd

be scrutinlzed to assure anonymity of their
participation. Participants' identities would be

protected at arr times. Arl information that courd

identify particÍpants urere omitted from alI reports.
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Only aggregated participant data appeared in this
report. Nurses signed a consent form to participate in

' the study (Appendix H). The voruntary nature of the
study was explained. Participants were informed that
they could withdraw from the study at any time without
any ramifications to their employment.

Participants were informed that there would not be

any monetary compensation for their participation.
There did not appear to be any rlsk factors to the
subjects in this study. However, participants were

being asked to describe a ttme period in theÍr rives
that for some, were considered a crisis. As such,

feelings and emotÍons could surface during the
,' intervfews that may cause some degree of discomfort or

distress among the subjects. The investigator was

, sensltive to the issues and would terminate the
I
:: interview when appropriate or ask the participants if

they woutd tike to terminate the interview.
' counselling services such as the study Hospita|s
I Employee Assistance Prograrn and outside agencies would
.

j be suggested by the investigator should the need arise.
:

, Chapter Summarv

An exploratory descriptive design was selected for
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use in this study. An interview guide was developed by

the investigator to examine the impacts of
restructuring and displacement on GDRNs and how their
worklife was affected. The guide was reviewed by an

expert on nurses and downsizing and the thesÍs
committee, and piì-ot tested. The procedures for data

collection and analysis were explained in detail.
Issues related to reliability and validity were

described. Thís chapter concLuded with a discussion of
ethical considerations for this study.
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CHePreR 4: FINDINGS

In this chapter, a description of the sample and

the findings of this study witl be presented.

Participants' demographic characteristics wilI be

discussed, and their thoughts and feelings will be

introduced via the themes that emerged from data

analysis. The,mes specific to the impact of
restructuring and dispJ_acement on GDRNs and how their
worklife was affected will be addressed separately.

Participants' DemoqraphÍc Characteristics
All the partlcipants in this study were women,

seven of them srere married. The ages ranged from 24 to
38 years, the mean $ras 30 years. Their years of
experience at the study hospital (Table I ) and in
nursing (Tabte 2) ranged from three to seventeen years

with a mean of 7.5 and 8.7 years respectively. Seven

partÍcipants had worked at the study hospital since

their graduation from nursing, and three participants
had worked previously in other facilities. prior to
restructuring, the majority of nurses worked part-time,
while two participants worked full-time. post-

restructuríng equivalent full-tlme (EFT) positions were

comparable to their origlnal EFTs (Table 3).
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Ta.ble 1
Nurse Participants' Experience In Studv HospitaL

Table 2
Nurse Participants' Experience In Nursinq

Table 3
EFT Pre-and Post-Restructurinq

Years of Hospital Experience Nurse Participants
<5 3

5.0 7 .0 4

7.L - 9.0 0

9.1 11.0 1

11.1 - 13.0 0

> 13-1 2

Years of Nursing Experience Nurse Participants
<5.0 2

5.0 7.0 3

7.r 9.0 1

9.1 - LL.0 2

11.1 - 13.0 0

> 13.1 2

EFT Nurse Participants
( Pre-Restructuring )

Nurse Participants
( Post-Restructuring )

< .5 2 2

.5 .9 6 7

1.0 2 1
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Eight of the participants had a diploma in NursÍng

and two participants had a degree in Nursing. Three

participants had taken several university courses, and

two were working toward their degrees. The majority of
nurses worked in permanent positions within the
Department of Critical Care (Table 4).

Table 4
Departments Emploved

Nursing Department Nurse Participants
Critical Care Nursing 4

Medical Nursing 3

Maternal Child Nursing 2

Geriatric Nursing I
Six of the participants were aireðtfy aftecteO by

not

who

offered vacant codes within the system. Three subjects
elected to bump to different areas of practice. For

nurses directry affected by dispracement the time
between notification and the initial meeting with the
bumping office ranged from two to 2r days, with a mean

of nine days. The time between notification and the
actual displacement ranged from three days to three

displacement, and four particÍpants (TabIe 5) were

displaced from their positions (Figure 3). Nurses

were dispraced either bumped into positions or were
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months, with a mean of 26 days. Nurses who initially
received deletion, due to bed closures, were given

three months notice which is included in the data.

Table 5
Number of Times Displaced

Nurse Participants Number of Times Displaced
4 0

3 1

3 2

Flgure 3:
Indlrectlw and Dlrectlv .ãffected partlcloa¡rts

/. 2 Participants received deletion
--- notice

-tt'

orínîÉu=-__-2 
Participants were bumped twice

Participants---:- 1 participant was bumped once &

/ \ received deletion notice once
,/\

10-- '1 Participant was bumped once
ParticÍpants- 

\ ------2 
Particlpants stayed on their

Y<.- original units
Non-Dis-placed
ParticiiantÈ---.-Z participants accepted term

positions on other units

Findinqs of the Studv

The length of each interview ranged from 25

minutes to two hours, with a mean of 70 minutes.
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Interviews with displaced participants were usually
J-onger since they recounted their own disptacement

stories.

Restructurlng was equated with displacement. ÀIl
but one participant responded to the first question,

"what are your thoughts and feelings about what it was

like to live through hospital restructuring?" with
displacement stories. They discussed either their
seniority or staff displacements. DÍsplacement was

seen as an expected consequence of restructuring, and

many themes were found to be interrelated to both
processes. Thus, impacts of both restructuring and

dispracement wilr be discussed concurrently. However,

separate displacement themes were extraporated from the
analysis of text, and wirl be discussed foLlowing the
combined impacts of dispracement and restructuring.
t^IorkIife effects will follow.

All participants described the restructurÍng and

displacement processes as stressful, and one of the
most difficult experiences they had ever encountered.

The impacts of restructuring and dispracement on GDRNs

were categorized under the fotlowing themes:

S on GDRN
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. the grieving process

. the meaning of their work

. worklife integraJ. to personal Iife. making sense of it all

. the change process

The Grlevfng Process

Grieving was noted in all of the interviews.
Participants grieved the loss of jobs, the break-up of
their working teams, the ord wây, and the loss of theÍr
nursing ideals. Displacements resulted from position
deretions secondary to bed closures, and the bumping

process which forrowed. Nurses grieved either the job
ross itself or specific facets of the position that had

changed secondary to restructuring. Many displaced
participants described difficulty in leaving their
departments and the people they worked with. One

dispraced participant described how difficurt work was

for her, post-restructuring:

ft's Like I,n putting in time. It makes it tough to
get up in the morning and want to go Lo work, whereas

before, f looked forward to going to work.

Prior to restructuring, work afforded a sense of
security in the planning of their lives. For many of
the participants, riving became for the day. They ürere

unabre to make plans due to the uncertainty associated
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with restructuring and possible displacement.

AII participants grieved the break-up of their
teams. Almost al-1 the nurses expressed sadness over
the LPN deretions. one participant felt "a whole paper

could be written on that [topic] ". Many found it
"appalJ.ing" that LpNs were replaced with nursing
assistants, who do not earn much less money. The added

union issues were found to further invaridate this
decision. one partÍcipant believed that LpNs had

"priced themselves out of a job".

Participants discussed how difficurt it was to
witness the break-up of their teams. one non-dispraced
nurse discussed how difficult it was for her to see a

co-worker leave. She described a void in the
department after she reft, a void that had never been

firred. Participants found the departure of staff to
have an effect on the unit's morale. one nurse, who

remained working on her originar ward, described the
unit as "gone" yet, physicaIJ.y, it sti II existed.

Many of the participants descrÍbed their work as

being intertwined with their co-workers. There was a

"connected-ness" between them which enabred. nurses to
know when a co-worker needed heì.p. They couLd depend
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on thelr co-r¡Jorkers, "they were there for you". hJhen

the teams changed, this speciar rerationship was rost.
For many, this "connected-ness" was never re-
established due to uncertainty and staff turnover.

InitiaIly, many of the participants were saddened

by restructuring. However, for most of the
participants, their sadness turned to anger. Anger was

directed at the "system", the hospital, their union,

and their co-vrorkers. However, no particular group was

the focus of aII their anger, although much anger was

dlrected at "the systern". HaIf of the participants
were angry at their union. severar nurses described

decreased feerings of generosity for their co-workers;

they were looking after themselves.

Meanlng of Thelr Work

Prior to restructuring, participants held the

nursing profession in high regard. However, for the

majority of participants, this changed. They were

taught how to be a "good" nurse under one paradigm, and

restructuring had introduced a change in their
profession that they expressed difficutty in accepting

as they no longer could enjoy their work.

After graduation, one participant found that she
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had already morally abandoned her nursing ideals, and

restructuring made her compromise care by taking even

further short cuts. Another subject found

"restructuring had forced nurse,s to get ar¡ray from what

nursing was all about". Two nurses wondered about what

the impact on newly graduated nurses would be, when no

jobs even for experienced ones were available.
Work allowed many of the participants to be a part

of and committed to an organization. Belng a nurse at
the study hospital was seen as very important. This

was exemplified by alI the participants' expressions of
profound loyalty to the hospital prior to restructuring
and displacement. For almost aIl of the participants.
this loyalty diminished. Accordlng to one participant:

f've got ny friends. I,m not here to nake any more

friends so therefore it became just. going to work ...
f don't feel very nuch loyalty to the facility that I
work for. They employ me. They give me a pay cheque.

Many participants felt the facility and their
union did not care about them so why should they care

about those organizations. Many subjects took mental

inventory of the things they had done for the facility
such as coming to work early, misslng breaks, not

claiming for overtlme, staying late, and performing at
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more than 100 percent. In the final analysis, these

sacrifices were perceived as not contributory to their
status. Five of the particlpants expressed a re-
prioritizing of their professional and work values.

According to one participant:
A few years back, I would have been more willing to
put ny family second. Never phoned in sick on a night
shift. I^¡hen it came down to my job and my devotion,

it only became a seniority issue and not how well I
did my work.

Many of the nurses believed their relationship
with the hospital had changed. A "we-they" phenomenon

emerged. The nurses felt they were on their or¡rn, and

those at or in higher positions were not supporting

them. It appeared to the author that this thinking
became a survival mechanlsm in not getting their hopes

up since it would prevent them from being hurt again

when further deletlons were made. One nurse stated:
My feeling has always been if management respects me

and look after my interests, I will produce for them

... That's how it used to be.

Most of the subjects discussed how their faith in
the union and the organization had decreased, and many

were less trustful of the "systems". According to one
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participant:
Should they have another burnping process in the

hospital, I am not going to be as trustful- of their
system. I'm going to look out for my individual
interests and not rely on either the union nor the

management to Look after them for me.

Worklffe Integral to Personal Llfe
l,Jork was seen as an enjo]rment and a fulfilment in

their lives prior to restructuring. Work was a part of
who they vrere; of their identity. One displaced nurse

discussed the emptiness she felt; she said she was

"left with nothing". Another nurse described work as

"my life and I just did itu.
All participants described the impacts of

restructuring and displacement as affecting their
personaJ- tife. trJorklife and personaL life were found

to be integral to each other. This was also

reciprocal; stresses in theÍr personal life impacted

their worklife. The difference, between the home tife
and worklife related to support. Families and friends
were seen as a stability and support, whereas work was

seen as unstable and lacking supports. Unit changes,

displacement of staff, and loss of support systems were

viewed as additional stressors during restructuring,
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and these affected their personal lives. According to

one participant:
ft not only affected my life. rt affected my family's
Iife. It affected my friends. ft affected my co-

workers. Ànd f was a pretty unhappy person for quite

a length of ti-rne.

Participants described numerous personal stresses

that were occurring simultaneously to restructuring.
Combined worklife and personal stresses were

synergistic to each other. Two participants, in
particular, had experienced profound personal

stressors. For one participant, in particular, the

home life stresses úrJere getting unmanageable.

Many participants discussed personal impacts as a

result of displacement. A job change lmpacted on baby

sitting arrangements. This was found to be especially

difficult for several participants since it aIl-

happened so fast. Several indirectly affected
participants discussed this issue in relation to
displaced co-workers.

One participant discussed the fact that for her

displace¡nent was a positive experience, because 1t was

fitting wÍth her personal Life. It was an opportunity

to change from a full-time to a part-time positlon.
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Prior to restructuring, participants had flexibiLity,
and they could change jobs to meet their families'
needs . However, at the time of the study, there was

Iimited movement within the system. According to one

participant:
We had a lot of freedom which was reaLly good as far
as famiJ-y J-ife ... SuddenJ.y, f ran into a brick wall.
It's been really frustrating because tIl had to take

shifts that did not suit my famiJ_y l_ife.

Maklng Sense of It All
Participants attempted to make sense out of what

ha<1. happened. All nurses defended the hospitaL's
decision to restructure. one subject rearized that the
hospitar was under financial constraints and had to do

some restructuring. However, for many nurses there was

a sense that the planners did not understand what was

happenlng at the bedside. Several participants'viewed
themselves as "drowning", "treading water", or "hanging

by a rope". One nurse eranted the planners to follow
her around for a shift. She felt that the planners

could not "understand it unless they do it, unress they

live it".
Although nurses JustifÍed the hospital's decision

to restructure, the approaches used were not defended.
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The majority of participants spoke of nursing ideas

that were not considered. one participant, discussed

the fact that nurses' cost savÍng ideas "may not save

millions of do1lars, but neither did [the

consultants] ".
À1I the subjects felt that nursing division had

been affected the most by restructuring and

displacements. Nine nurses questioned the

accountability of other disciplines in the

restructuring process. According to one subject,

"nurses seemed to take the brunt of cuts. Their ideas

are not Iistened to and Ianother dÍ.scipline] is wasting

money right and 1eft". AII participants expressed

their perception as having no control over the process

and that their concerns were not being addressed. Nlne

respondents discussed the use of the Union's Heavy

Workload forms. There was a strong sense that

completing these forms would not change outcomes, but

it was their way to document problems-

Participants viewed themselves as victims, needing

to find out who was at fault. AlI respondents assigned

blame for restructuring and forced job change, although

the majority were ambivalent over who to blame.
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According to one:

Everybody is starting to blame one anoLher and not

Look at, who is really responsibJ-e. I'm angry at
management, not management,, the systen. I don,t know.

The Change Proceaa

The change process lvas found to be very difficult
for participants. They were between old and emerging

paradigms of nursing, and many had experienced forced
job change. AIl participants found the uncertainty
difficurt to deal with. Even nurses with greater than

10 years seniority were concerned about their
employment future. RestructurÍng activities commenced

three years prior to this study. However, cost-saving
strategies urere being administered throughout the time

frame, and further restructuring had been announced.

Many of the participants felt communication

between nurses and administration had been poor. One

nurse was angry that the other hospitar unions seemed

to know more about what was happening than she did.
Many subjects found the rumours difficult to handLe.

one partÍcipant had heard that harf of the staff on her

unit would be bumped. AIl participants enjoyed their
work prior to restructuring and displacement. They did
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not want to change.

Most participants described meeting the

introduction of staff mix and. accompanying role changes

with ambivarence. Respondents with the least amount of
senÍority and nursÍng experience appeared to adjust
more easily to the transition, âlthough it was

difficult for them too. This was summarized by one

respondent:

ft's been really hard for nurses to let go... prior
to staff mix, Inurses] were washing their patients.
They could assess them from head to toe ... Nurses are

stil-I having a hard time with their change in roles.

Specific DispLacement Impacts on GDRNs

Most participants were abre to graphicaJ.ly recarl
their experiences of riving through the displacement
process. Many of the themes identified related
specifically to the bumping protocor. The impact of
displacement on GDRNs were categorized under the
following themes:

o p€rsorral_ization of the process
. unfairness
. the bumping process
. survivor-victim connection. embracing the challenge

Personalfzatlon of The process

Arthough it had been stressed that bumping was not
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a personal issue, a]l, participants personarized the
process. One participant stated:

A l_ot of peopJ-e thought when vou got bumped, it was a

personal thing because this nurse bumped you. BuL

there was nothing personal about it.
Another participant stated that "it is difficurt

not to personarize the process because nurses are
peopre, not robots". None of the respondents discussed.

bumping in terms of their position but rather in terms

of being directed at them personally or their co_

workers. Most displaced nurses felt their
contributions did not matter. one participant stated.

that, "it just mattered what date you entered the
hospital". This feeling of not mattering was

articulated by aII but one of the displaced
participants. one nurse was pì.eased with the outcome

of her displacement, since she wanted to work part-
time- However, the majority of displaced participants
feLt devalued and betrayed.

Unfafrness:

Àrr but one participant expressed unfairness over
the bumping process. This unfairness was related to
longevity versus competency, and the individuar nurse
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versus the membership at Iarge.

Longevitv versus Competencv

The majority of participants described the people

who had exercised their seniority rights to maintain
employment in terms of their competency and abirity to
perform the work. Matching seniority with competency

r^ras seen as paramount, although two participants felt
nurses could be trained to do the work since new

graduates had previously been hired into the positions.
Displaced participants stressed the importance of

being bumped by a nurse who fit with their ideals of
what kind of nurse should be in their job. This
finding was also articulated by many non-dispraced
participants. one participant sympathized with the
receiving units who had to take a nurse wÍth few if any

desirabre attributes. Most participants berieved that
being bumped by a nurse with more seniorlty and

expertise in the area was fair since they would have

been given the job, if they had applied for it
originarry. This thinking became less distinct when

the person bumping had no experience in the area. This
was not perceived as fair. Although three nurses

bumped to areas outsÍde of their speciatty, they had
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past or related experience, thus the bump was

justified. For many, merit $ras as important as

seniority. This was summarj_zed by one respondent:
If someone has been working in the hospital and they

have the seniority; thel put in 100 percent or more

...; they meet the tjobl qualifications; and are

competent; then I don,t think f would feel so bad.

Some participants felt resentment over the fact
that they were being displaced when there were some

nurses working who were not quarified for the positions
they were working in. one participant found "bumpingr

forces people to have to accept this person and have to
work with them". seven participants commented on the
fact that LPNs, who returned to school, regained alL

their seniority hours once they worked as an RN, yet

they had no RN experience. One participant was

extremery upset about this since she felt nin the next
go around, [she] will be out the door and an RN with
less experience than [her] will be still around,". Two

dispraced nurses described LpNs who obtained their RN

dipromas as being in a transitionar period, adjusting
to the new role, and they did not feel they were

functioning at an RN level. Atthough most of the
lnterviewed nurses identifled bumping as unfair, no one
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provided an alternative solution.

Much concern and anger was expressed by the
participants that this was an unfair process for the
Índividual nurse because of the collective approach to
reductions in workforce and bumping. According to her:

It was a col_Iective agreement. But q/hen it is
happening to you, iL, s happening to you. ft may be

happening to 50 other people in the room but it was

affecting my J_ife.

One participant, after demonstrating how she met

the qualifications for a particular position, was

bumped several months later by someone with no

experience in the area at all. She found this
especially unfair because not alr nurses were treated
equarly. Another participant found that management had

no control over bumping. They "courdn,t deal with the
individuar" because "it was a corlective agreement".

The Dleplacenent process

The displacement process was perceived as

stressful. Four phases of the process emerged:

displacement notification, time between notification
and discussion of options, meeting with bumping office
representatives, and the actual displacement.
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Displacement Noti fication
All but one of the dispraced nurses expressed

shock when they were notified of their dispracement,

although many had been anticipating the event.
Reactions varied from initiar disbelief to anger to
sadness. one partícipant received her dispracement
notice later than she felt she should have; she felt
cheated out of time. Another nurse who received
deretion notice, found the three months notice gave her
time to think about where she wanted to work. The

majority of participants who were bumped did not have

the time to prepare for the job change. Most

participants had ress than three weeks between their
notification and the actual bump. This was found to be

stressful. Three participants discussed the fact that
not hearing anything was a signar that they had been

spared from bumping, and then they were uhit". Two

participants discussed psychologicarry separating from
the unit after receiving notification.

AIt disptaced participants felt that their
immediate supervisor shourd be the person to notify
them of their displacements. In actuallty, only one

nurse was not notified of being bumped by her head
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nurse. This nurse was particularJ.y angry over her

notification, and described it as "unprofessionar".
Most nurses felt their head nurses supported them, and

h¡ere sensitive to the information they were reraying.
severar participants received their notifications while
they were at work. ThÍs was difficult because they
stÍ11 had to complete their shifts, although one nurse
had been anticipating the event, so it was "not that
big a deal.". All the other nurses, who were bumped,

received a phone carr from their head nurses. They

believed this was a "better" method of notification.
Receiving the news of the dispracement as soon as

possibre was arso deemed important because of the
rumours- one participant questioned how people knew

about her bump, and was distressed about the lack of
conf i dent i a1 i ty .

Participants described the time frame between

their notification and the meeting with the bumping

office to be an extremery difficurt wait because even a

few days was fer-t as too rong. participants expressed

the feeling that their lives were on hold, and

partlcipants with the least amount of seniority usuarry

otifica electìon
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braited longer since interviews were being arranged on a

seniority basis. Many nurses felt apprehensÍve once

the meeting was set, and many did not know what to
expect. They had heard rumours about what took place

in the bumping office.
Meetinq With the Bumping Office Representatives

Many of the partlcipants did not know what to
expect when they entered the bumping office. One

participant was shocked to find a union representatÍve

at the meeting; she felt ill-prepared for the meeting.

Another participant likened the wark down the harlway

to the bumping office as going to the "galì.ows to be

hung". She felt isolated and not supported, although

she felt more support by management. The

representatÍve for the hospital vras a nursing
supervisor, who knew many of the particlpants because

of her rore withtn the facirity. one partlcipant had

hoped for closure when the meeting was over. She was

angry that, after this meeting, she still did not know

what she would be doing.

Several participants described "keeping it clean"
when they were in the bumping office, and not wanting

to burn their bridges. Many displaced nurses described
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the bumping office in negative terms. Much of their
ang,er blas associated with the concurrent interviews
that were occurring. Individual nurses were being

interviewed in order of seniority, and prior to a nurse

making a decisÍon regarding her future employment, the

next nurse in succession was belng met with. This

caused, ât times, a delay in verification of position
acceptance since they were waiting for other nurses to
decide ahead of them.

Two participants described positive experiences

when meeting in the bumping office. Factors found to
be essential to their positive reactions were time

rerated considerations and the options avaitabre. one

nurse dlscussed being glven more time than she actuarry
needed to make her decision. Having time to make a

werr thought-out decision about where to bump was found

to be important. rnitially when the bumping commenced,

displaced nurses were being given up to two weeks to
make their decision. However, as the displacement

deadline was being neared, nurses were accorded less

time. One participant was angry over being pressured

to make a decision too fast, and not being given "two

weeks 1Íke other people". Ànother particlpant found
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that she made her decision "out of anger" since she was

upset about being bumped a second time. Options in
areas of interest for participants were viewed

positively. Nurses with the least seniority had

limÍted selections to choose from, and many hrere

dlssatisfied with their choices. one respondent found

bumping "forces people to take jobs they didn't want".

several participants discussed how some nurses thinking
about bumping to a particular unit were revlewing
rotatlons on the units prior to maklng their decision.
Many of the participants found this stressful, and

questloned why the bumping office dÍd not have this
lnformation.

Actual Dísplacement

Anticipation of starting work in the new position
was an added stressor. The majority of directly
affected participants described a feeling of
apprehension about the unit they were moving to,
although two were less distressed since they were

golng to work in previously employed areas. The rest
of the disp}aced participants described themselves as

beÍng "petrified" or nscared".

Some nurses felt uncomfortable about startlng to
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vrork on a unit where they had displaced someone else.
Many were concerned about how they would be perceived

by the receiving unit staff. Nurses were somewhat less
stressed when they were able to accept a vacant

position rather than exercise their bumping rights.
Although they had not personally displaced a peer, a

nurse had been employed in the position prior to
deretions. Almost arr dispraced participants expressed

guilt, whether they bumped a fil1ed position or were

offered a vacant position. According to one

participant:
f knew the person. And that was her job ... I fel_t

bad because even though it was a [vacant] code, it was

a good friend who had been l_aid off ... And I landed

in her job. eeing a friend, you feeJ- they,re out the

door and you're in their position. you feel guilty.

PartÍcfpants who bumped to new areas found it
extremely difficult. They had been experts in their
previous position, and now they were novices. One

nurse described herself as being a nnew grad,' despite
her 11 years of nursing experience. Having

acquaintances or prior co-workers working on the

receiving units were found to decrease their anxiety.
one respondent fert that she "wourd. probabry feeL more
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apprehensive if [she] didn't know anyone". One nurse

hras ambivalent about bumping back into the unit from

which she had been bumped. she initially described the
bump to her old unit as',not as bad because [she]
stayed on the same unit so [she] knew everybody".

However, she later acknowledged, "it would have been

easier to have bumped somewhere else because it was

awkward" working with the nurse who had bumped her.

one indirectly affected participant discussed what

it was like being a receiving unit nurse. She found

that some nurses were "reluctant" to heJ_p the new

nurses out. This particular nurse wanted to gÍve them

a chance. However, she found that she had to
"consciously remind [herself] that it was not their
fau1t". "Bumper-blaming" was articutated by aII non-

displaced participants. "Bumpers" were perceived. as

less expert, thus more work was placed on the senior
staff, initiarly. Not arl receiving unit nurses were

negative toward the bumpers. Many of the non-displaced

nurses embraced the new staff, and they berieved, that
the new nurses had a lot to offer the unlt. Arthough

they were not experts in the new area, they were

invaluable in other ways to the new environment.
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Several indirectly affected participants discussed

trying to help the new people out but it was d.ifficurt
since there were two or three new staff per shift on

some units. hlhen bumping to a certain unit was

intense, the hospital and union collectively closed

bumping to a particular unit due to patient safety
considerations.

Some nurses later left the ward onto which they

had bumped. This caused additional stress for the

receiving unit nurses since they had to start alt over

again orienting new nurses. Half of the participants
discussed the financiar implications of bumping. unit
orientations and their replacements whire they were

being orientated were seen as being in direct
opposÍtion to the hospital's cost saving plans.

Survivor-Vl ctln Connectlon

ALl participants who were bumped described a

connection with the person bumping them. Initially,
all displaced participants expressed anger at the
person, but for the majority of respondents this
feeling changed, especially if they worked with the
person or got to know them personally. One nurse

described the person who bumped her as a wonderful
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person, although she acknowledged that ÍnitiaÌJ.y she

thought this person was the "fungus that was going to
kill [her] ". One subject bracketed her feelings and

thoughts about the bumper so she could work with her.
However, she found it awkward, but she "would. never

show her that [she] fert that r¡ray". Nurses who erected

to bump acknowledged that this must have been

reciprocal for the people they displaced.

The majority of participants viewed themselves as

victims of the "system", but they had lived through it.
They were disillusioned, angry, and less trustful of
their emproyer and their union. Burnping was perceived

as a painful experience for those bumping in, those

observing the dispracements, and those being displaced.
Although there was initial anger at the bumper, this
qras eventually replaced by a sense of being a

reciprocal victim.
Enbracing The Challenge

Participants who were displaced found new

opportunities for themserves in areas they courd feer
excited about. One participant thought the changes

might help to diversify her career. participants,

although apprehensive about the move, embraced the new
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charrenges. Another nurse weLcomed it as a learning
experience to gain more knowtedge. Two respondents

discussed being optimistic about the future. However,

one participant felt less motivated when she was bumped

a second time.

HOIÁJ I¡IORKIIFE IÄJAS AFFECTED

Arr participants acknowredged that restructuring
and dispracement had affected their worklife. Nurses

were most affected by dispJ-acement in the first year,

whereas restructuring effects were perceÍved as more

impactive throughout the time frame. Alr participants
recognized that displacement would affect their
worklife again when future detetions occurred. Thus,

workrife effects wilt be discussed together. The

effects of restructuring and dispracement on nurses'
workrife were categorized und.er the foJ.rowing themes:

. worklife effects related to staff mix. concern over quality patient care. decreased team work

. â frê€d for ongoing education

. decreased mobility

. decreased job satisfaction

trlorkllfe Effects Related to Staff Mtx

Alr participants fert that theÍr nursing care had

been affected because of staff mix. They described
their care aS being very "basic", "bare bones", "task
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focused", or "just something to get you by for the
shift". Alr nurses described nursing as having changed

sÍgnificantly, and many viewed staff mix as stressful.
They found that their day was dependent on their
assigned orderly. rf theír buddy orderries were able

to work with minimal direction, nurses found that they
would have a "good day". Many nursing assistants
failed to meet with the nurses' standards and were irl-
prepared for the work. Nurses' workLoad was found to
further increase because nurses $Jere "chasing" some

orderlies to ensure the work was done. Two

participants vocarized that orderlies had difficulty
accepting delegation from women.

Staff mix was seen as perpetuating the task
focused approach to care. rn theory, staff mix would

alrow nurses to spend rnore time with their patients.
However, in practice, participants' workloads

increased, and they were spendfng less time with
patients. Throughout the interviews, there was a

strong appreciatÍon for nurses performing nurses' work.

several respondents descrlbed confusion around or
concernlng what the orderì.y shourd be doing and what

the nurse should be doing. Às a result, there was
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negativism associated with the staff mix relationship.
one nurse found that some orderLies expected her to
take on 50t of their workload, and she was angry since
an orderly cannot do 508 of her work. She felt
orderlies did not understand what nurses do. rssues

related to incommensurability between nurses and

orderlies were noted in almost all the interviews.
Concern Over Ouallty patfent Care

Alt participants expressed concern over a decrease

in the quality of patient care, especially since

important aspects of care were belng left out because

of time constraints and the need to attend to urgent
tasks. Three nurses described patÍent care situations
that had potential implications for patient safety.
These situations were bramed on staff mix, and a rack

of adequate time to do proper assessments. several
nurses perceived patients were being discharged sooner,

without adequate planning. psychologicat care was

being omitted, for the most part, from care because of
time constraints. Physicar needs were being met since
they were deemed a "must" in patient care. They fert
they did not have the time to give the totar care they
regarded as necessary. one participant summarized her
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thoughts:

I'm giving the basics ... you are just running in and

doing what,s priority and leave what couLd be.

unfortunately, l_eft to the next shift.

Many participants discussed how nursing had

changed from a patient-focused. to a task-focused

approach to patient care. According to one nurse:
It'6 sad but you can,t help being task focused. [you]
focus on the tasks because these things have to be

done ... And the caring side, came aLong with it as

you did these tasks. Now you are 1imited on that,

amount of time and you can't give as much.

According to another participant:
There isn't the time anymore. you run in, you change

the dressing. We are all_ trying to provide that extra
Florence Nightingale touch, but there isn't time.

Decreased Team t{ork

The nurses felt the team approach to patient care

had decreased, and the team had been negatively
affected by displacement, restructuring and the

lntroduction of staff mix. The majority of
particÍpants fert that although they worked well with
the new staff, they had never re-estabLished the same

rerationships. As werr, harf of the nurses described a

loss of autonomy in their worklife which impacted the
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team. According to one respondent:

I find it reatly hard now. I'm on a unit where the

head nurse deal_s with the doctor ... And if the doctor
is questioning us, we have to direct them to the Head

Nurse. f feel inadeguate and not part of a team.

Many of the respondents conmented on the fact that
the staff was constantly changing since many nurses

were taking term positions. According to one

participant, "there is such a big turnover [of staff],
you don't get to know people as welL as you did',.
Need for Ongofng Educatlon

All nurses felt they had a 1ot to learn in their
workrife, especialry if they moved departments or unit
functÍon had changed due to restructuring. Learning

related to the new environrnent they were working in,
the new patient populations they were caring for, and

the specific aspects of their job that had changed.

Many berieved their ongoing educational needs were

not being met, severar were dissatisfied with their
unit orientations when they began to work in the new

area. six participants expressed the need for further
education.

Decreaeed Moblllty
Atl respondents discussed the lack of movement
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within the hospital system due to the bumping protocol.
Laid off nurses were being recarled to positions. Às a
resurt, there were fewer opportunities availabre for
them- Many nurses expressed anger since nurses with
greater seniority were not having the option of
applying for these positions. Many participants
discussed being "stuck" in their jobs. Four nurses

discussed wanting to be bumped. rt appeared that some

nurses were envious of displaced nurses since they had

the optÍon of changing positions.

Decreased Job Satisfaction
The majority of nurses described negativÍsm

associated with the restructured workrng environment.

Àlmost all of the participants found their co-workers

to be bitter and resentful over what had happened.

HaIf of the participants discussed an increased

utilization of sick time by staff, which could relate
to chronic stress or decreased job satisfaction.
Almost all of the nurses discussed how theÍr
satisfaction with nursing as a career had diminished.
severar nurses wished they had serected a different
career path. one participant who remalned working on

her originar unit discussed her dissatisfaction with
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nursing:
I don't enjoy my work any more. I used to. f come

home crying. f coul-d not give adequate care ... And

f've never come home so many times saying I don,t know

if f can survive, if I can handle staying there. f
come home and I don,t want to go back the next day

because I know what f have to l_ook forward to.

Another nurse stated:
It's become a job more than a career. f go there. f
work my shift. I do my job. When r lose the ability
to give patient care in a conscientious manner, I hope

that f would quit.

None of the participants discussed recovery or

healing at the unit Level although the beginning of

healing was noted in one interview. One nurse

recounted an incident that happened recentLy:
vle were sitLing around, charting and J_aughing. It
occurred to me that [this] was the first tirne in
monthe that we had actualì.y joked like we did in the

old days. It was such a foreign sound.

Despite the majority of nurses having expressed

decreased job satisfaction, onLy two of the

participants discussed leaving nurslng, and one

participant discussed a detail-ed plan.
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Chapter Summarv

The thoughts and feelings of the nurses tiving
through the restructuring and displacement processes

were at times similar, yet distinct at other times.
Restructuring and dispracement were found to be very
difficurt events. rmpacts specific to restructuring
and díspracement were categorized under the fotrowing
themes: the grieving process, meaning of their work,

worklife integrar to personal rife, making sense of it
aII, and the change process. Displacement specific
themes were identified as personalization of the
process, unfairness, the displacement process,

survivor-victim connection, and embracing the

challenge. Throughout the interviews, it was quite
evident to the author that working at the study
hospitar had been very important to the participants
prior to restructuring. However, the majority of
participants were disilrusioned with their Jobs and.

nursing, arthough alr were stlrl hlghry committed to
patient care. Restructuring and displacement had

affected their worklife. Nurses noted that the first
year after bumping provided more effects on their
worklife. By the second year, this was less of a
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concern. Now their attention focussed on the personar

and professional opportunities availabLe for them.

There were profound effects on their sense of royarty
and trust in the workplace. tdorklife effects were

categorized under the following themes: worklife
effects related to staff mix, concern over quality
patient care, decreased team work, need for ongoing

education, decreased mobÍlity, and decreased job

sat i sfact ion .
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In this chapter, the fÍndings of the study wiLl be

presented in relation to the conceptual frameworks

utirized and the riterature reviewed. Limitations to
the study wilr be examined and the concrusions of this
study will be presented. Recommendations for nursing
practice, education, administration and. research will
be offered.

The qualitative nature of this study enabled

nurses to recapitulate their thoughts and feelings
regarding the impacts of restructuring and displacement

on themse,lves and their worklife. Although nursing
literature was found regarding restructuring and

displacement, none of the previous research examined

these processes within the context of the nurse and

her/his workLife.

Restructuring and Displacement Impacts on GDRNs

Restructuring and dÍsplacement have been described
as stressfur and emotionar experiences (Brockner, L992;

Brockner et dI ., 1986; Brockner et al ., IgB7,. Hequet,

L994; L1mch, 1993; Noer, L993a; Rozak, Igg4; RozboriI,
L987; Sears, 1992; TrioLo et âI., 1995) which certainly
was evident in this study- Restructuring and the

PTER 5: D S AND CONCLUSI
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displacement process were found to be extremely

difficult for participants, whether they r^Iere dispraced

or not. Nurses equated restructuring with nurses' job

loss. Although minimal research was found specific to
this finding, Mi11er (1980) asked the question, "Is
staffing realignment just another word for Iayoffs?"
(p. 113).

The majority of nurses r^rere sad, disillusioned,

and angry at the "system". They felt the organizatÍon

did not care about them, and this was particularly

difficult since participants had been highry committed

and loyal to the hospital prior to restructuring-

Utilizing Noer's model of layoff survivors (1993a), the
majority of participants in this study were at high

risk to develop or had already developed layoff

survivor sickness. There was a strong sense of
personal violation and decreased trust. Noer (1993a)

contends that the feelings of those who remain in the

organization and those who leave are mirror images of
each other. All participants in this study had work

since they were entitred to union rights. Atthough six
of the nurses were displaced, they never Ieft the

facility. Noer did not discuss displacement in
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, reration to a bumping process, where those affected
stayed within the organization. However, the thoughts

:

' and feelings of the displaced and non-displaced nurses

in this study were simirar to Noer's findings, although

their stories differed.
Noer ( 1993a) found layoff survivors exhibited

certain symptoms, and many of the thoughts and feelings
' of the participants in this study were congruent with

his findings, although some differences emerged.

Nurses exhibited many of the following survivor
symptoms: depresslon, stress, and fatigue; job

insecurity; distrust and betrayal; decreased risk
. taking and motivation; wanting it to be over; anger
:' over the layoff process; dissatisfaction with plannÍng
ii

and cornmunication,' lack of strategic direction,- short-
, term profit orientation,- and a sense of permanent
't

, change. survivors were also found to demonstrate

continued optimism and commitment, rack of reciprocal
commitment, and rack of management credibitity. These

, findings were not completely congruent for the

' 
=urvivors fn thls study. OnIy two participants

r €xpressed optlmism for the future, and many described

the future as break. Alr dispraced participants
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embraced the challenges of their new jobs, although one

nurse was less motivated when she was bumped a second

time. Only two participants expressed ongoing

commitment to the organization, and many r,rJere less
committed to the organization. The majority of nurses
perceived the organization did not care about them. rn
Noer's study (1993a), managers expressed ongoing

commitment to the organization whereas managers were

not included in this study.

Respondents blamed others, which is consistent
with Noer's (1993a) moder. No one group was rhe focus
of that anger, arthough the "system" and the union were

the primary targets. None discussed a lack of
management credibility although many questioned

decisÍons that had been made. rt was interesting to
find that there were few expressions of survivor guirt
as found in Noer's study. He suggested that guilt is a

difficult human emotion to express, especiaJ.ly in a

group setting. rn contrast to his study, the majority
of participants discussed feelings of guirt in the
privacy of the individuar interview where anonymity had

been assured. rt appeared that the majority of nurses
in this study were exhibiting symptoms of a syndrome
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Noer (1993a) has identified as layoff survivor
sickness -

The majority of research on hospital restructuring
examined specific aspects of a nurse's workLife that
may have been affected by the process such as quarity
of patient care and job satisfaction (Lewis et âf.,
1986; Tumulty et ô1., Ig94). The participants' lived
experiences will be exp]-ored, with reference to the
Iiterature on this topic.
The Grfevfng procees

Prior studies have found nurses are quite stressed
by restructuring and subseguent job loss (Lynch, !993;
Olson, 1995; Rozak, 1994,- Sears , Lgg2; Triolo et ôI .,
1995), and several have discussed grieving as being
signif icant for nurses (Rozak, I994,. Trio1o et âl .,
1995). AI1 participants experienced grieving in
reration to numerous losses they had experienced as a
resuÌt of restructuring. consistent with Greenhalgh

and Rosenblatt (1984), what an individual perceives as

potentiar loss of continuity in a job situation can

range from permanent job loss to loss of some

subjectively important feature of the job. Nurses

responded intensely to the process since they had been
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particularly committed to their work, the organization,
and working with people. Participants grieved the loss

of their nursing ideals, and the perception of many

losses concomitant with the loss of jobs enhanced its
significance. This study supported Otson (1995) who

found nurses to be less committed to their profession

after downsizing.

All participants grieved the break-up of their
working teams. This finding was consistent with
previous studies regarding the disruption of working

teams (Bonner, L992; Dencker, L9B9; Tumulty et al.,
1994). No literature was found regarding the break-up

of working teams in the context of a bumping process,

al.though Llmch (1993) found that loss of contact with
colleagues was a stressor for nurses after bumping.

Bumping created a fear of loss of cohesiveness since
people had worked closely together. ÀII respondents

felt badly for their co-workers who were deleted or
bumped. This was consistent with prior studies which

have found survivors mourn laid off co-workers, and can

suffer from survivor guitt (Brockner, rgg2; Brockner et
al., 1986; Brockner et al., l9B7; Marks & Mirvis, L99Z;

Noer, 1993).
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Meanlng of Their Work

Rozak (1995) found nurses identified intensely
with job loss since being a nurse was a strong part of
their identity which was visible in this study.
Nursing was found to be extremery important to alt the
participants, âs it was so much a part of their
identity. Amundsen and Borgen (1992) and Rozak (rgg4)

suggest work is a basic human need. rt affords a sense

of structure, purpose, and meaning to one's 1ife.
Prior to restructuring, nurses fert they urere a part of
a team. However, they now felt that their sense of
belonging and community had diminished. The meaning of
work decreased for eight respondents which is
consistent with previous research on job loss and

change (Amundsen, 1993; Amundsen, üJestwood, Borgen, &

PoILard, 1989; Rozak, 1994; üJatson et al., 1991).

The majority of nurses expressed a sense of
decreased commitment to the hospital, their union,

and/or their profession. No research was found on

commitment to unions post-bumping and further study is
indicated. This study supported work done by Davy et
al. (1991), Noer (1993a), and Otson (1995) who found

many employees to have Lower commitment to the
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orgianizatÍon post-downsizing. Consistent with Noer

( 1993a), Ioyalty to the organization was replaced with
Ioyalty to one's work, and nurses remained highJ_y

committed to patient care. Davy et al. (1991) and

OIson (1995) found organizational commitment to be

correlated with job satisfaction. orson (1995) further
found none of the nurses were highly committed.

Although participants in Noer's study (1993a) had

continued commitment to the organization, very few

emproyees held optimistic future organizational views.

The majority of participants were also found to be

less committed to the nursing profession which is
consistent with oLson (1995). she suggested that this
finding, coupled with a decline in popularity of
nursing, may indicate a trend for a severe nursing
shortage in the future. This study also supported

sear's (L992) findings that downsizing and displacement

are added stressors for nurses who already work in
stressful jobs. Dealing with the crises of changing

values and rerationships were found to be additional
stressors for participants.
Personal Llfe Integral To Workllfe

AtI participants described the restructuring
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process as affecting them personal.ly. Their personal

life and workrife were found to be intertwined, with an

impact on one affecting the other. Although no

Iiterature was found regarding restructuring and

displacement and this particular theme, Borg and Jensen

(1985) identified programs designed specifically for

dispraced nurses and their spouses were beneficial for
aIl invoLved.

Hamilton et aI. (1990) found women showed greater
distress than men, but married subjects showed less

stress when they experienced actuar or anticipated job

loss. It could not be ascertained if the nurses'
- stress revers in this study were greater than mare

ì llurses since all participants were b¡omen. Both married

' and singre nurses showed stress in reration to actuar
:

: or anticipatory job change. However, many participants
l

, who were married discussed numerous stressors in their
: personal lives which further impacted their work

' rerated stress. This study confirmed Lynch's finding

. t 1993 ) that married nurses experienced more stress at

I times. she attributed this to nurses' partners who had

, lost their jobs.

The quality of experience in work and parental
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roles has been identified as predictors of role
overload in women (Barnett & Baruch, 1985). AII
participants in this study expressed having stress in
their personal lives since they had multiple roles.
Work related stresses were found to increase their
personal stress levels which was congruent with Sear's

(1992). Nurses re-evaluated both their personal and

professional values after restructuring which has been

identified in prior work (Lynch, 1993).

Maklng Sense of It ÀI1

Minimal literature was found regarding this theme.

This courd be attributed to the fact that most studies
have utirized survey designs which do not address this
specific issue. Although one qualitative study was

found regarding the effects of downsizing and bumping

on nurses (Lynch, 1993), making sense of the situation
was not identified as a theme. Nurses attempted to
find blame for their situation, although participants
were confused over who was at fault. A generic

"system" and the union were the focus for much of the

blame, whereas in Noer's study (1993a) a generic

"management" or the next level up in the hierarchy r¡Jere

the focus of blame. Survivor blaming has been
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minimally discussed in the literature. Noer (1993)

found that all groups blamed others. He saw layoff-

survÍvor blaming to be possibly a form of projection so

that the individuat can avoid confronting individuaL

survivor guiIt. In this study, blaming $ras a way for
nurses to try to make sense out of what had happened by

placing it within the context.

Many nurses in this study demanded accountabilÍty

of the other departments in regards to cost-saving

strategies. Noer (1993) found normal layoff survivor
symptoms intensífied when J-ayoffs were disproportionate

between managers and workers. Brockner (1992)

identified survivors' fairness judgments depended upon

the higher LeveLs of management being cost-conscious

which was evident in this study. AII participants

found that the Nursing Division had been affected the

most by the restructuring process. Olson (1995), Rozak

(1995), and Wilson (1995) suggest nurses are more

like1y to be affected by restructuring since nurses

comprise the Iargest classification of direct care-
givers in hospitals.

Davy et ê1., (1991) identified global process

control (GPC), or the degree to which staff can express
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their views or have a voice in decision-making, as a

predictor in perceived fairness of layoffs.
Participants in thÍs study perceived nursing ideas were

not ristened to which is consistent with orson (1995)

who found most nurses had low GpC and decreased

organizational commitment .

Bridges (1980) contends that when peopte are in
between the old and new realities of change, it is
important not to rose ways of maklng sense out of the

"Iostness" and the confusion. He asserts that if we

do, we are like "A1ice at the bottom of the rabbit
hole" (p. 130). ÀII participants attempted to make

sense out of what had happened, and many participants
were left with unansslered questions, Hirschhorn (1993)

ascertained many staff attempt to make sense of theÍr
situation rerative to the rumours by firring in their
gaps of knowledge.

The Change Procees

Nurses recognised the change process was very

stressful for themseLves and theÍr co-workers. AlL

participants experienced varied revers of stress which

is consistent with OLson's findings (1995). However,

Meehan and Price (L988) found that displaced nurses
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experienced higher revers of stress which was not found

in this study. rn contrast, alL participants in this
study who were either displaced and not displaced
expressed insecurity, stress and uncertainty about the
future due to continuar change. Despite a unionized
system where seniority is one of the most important
factors in job retention, nurses with greater senÍority
did not feel more secure in their jobs. Since bed

closures were forrowed by deretion notices, nurses with
rong term seniority had been dispraced. This finding
is similar to orson (1995) who found that despÍte the
back-up of a union contract and high seniority, many

nurses felt job insecurÍty. participants experienced

anxiety related to job insecurity which is consistent
with studies done by Arevas and Frigeri (1997), Noer

(1993) and Sears (Lgg2). In contrast, Sears (Lgg2)

found nurses who had job security but no choice as to
where they wouLd work were more stressed than nurses

who receÍved deletion notice. she identified rack of
choice to be a perceived loss of control over their
destlnies. The majority of participants in this study
expressed no contror over the process, and Mara (1993)

contends powerlessness is inherent to job insecurÍty
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because it exacerbates the threat.

The uncertainty related to anticipatory job loss

was as stressful as the event itself for many displaced

participants which is similar to other studies done by

Kasl et aI. (7975), Hagen (1983), and Hamilton et al.
(1990). Having subsequent employment, either through

bumping or accepting vacant positions, did not make the
process any less difficult. In fact, for sone nurses,

the process of bumping was as difficult, if not more

so. This finding is supported by Kast et aI. (1925)

who found indÍviduals who returned to work after job

loss had poorer mental health than those continualJ.y

employed. Although layoffs and bumping differ, a

parallel could be drawn between the two. ALthough

Lynch (1993) identified many stressors affected nurses

during downsizíng and bumping, minimaL research has

been done on forced job change as a result of a bumping

process.

Additional factors such as rumours and lack of
information augmented nurses, uncertainty regarding

change. Dealing with rumours has been identified as

critical since they exacerbate anxiety, anger, and

confusion which is consistent with previous work done
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by Hirschhorn (1983), Roberts (1989), and Mara (1993).

Despite the fact that subjects found rumours

unsettling, they were a source of information which was

found to be congruent with prior research done by

Dencker (1989), Farley (1991), and Lynch (1993).

Dencker (1989), Farley (1991), Noer (1993a), Triolo et
al . ( l-995 ) , and Veninga ( 1987 ) recogni zed insecurity
increases the need for information. ÀI1 participants
felt they were not current with the restructuring plans

which was similar to Llmch (1993) and Olson (1995).

Communication has been well documented as a necessity

during restructuring (L1mch, 1993; McGiII & Kelty,
1983; Noer, 1993a,' Sears, 1992; Triolo et ôl ., 199S;

Veninga. 1987).

Participants in this study expressed difficulty
with the change process. They dÍd not want to change

although one nurse expressed an appreciation for
change. They liked what they had been doing, and did
not see the need for certain changes being implemented.

The introduction of staff mix and the increased nurse-

patient ratios, in conjunction with increased unit
aculty Ievels, erere met wÍth much ambivalence. Nurses

were expressing difficulty "Ietting go,' of the old
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ways. Bridges (1980) would describe the participants
as being in the neutrar zone of the transition process,

between the old and the new realities. Since the

hospital had not achieved stability and more changes

are anticipated, it was difficult for participants to
accept the new reality because they did not know what

the new reallty would be. Although two appeared to be

reaching the acceptance stage of chang.e, they

vacirlated between an excitement and an apprehension

for the future. Letting go of the old and launching

forth in a new situation is a difficult because the

"in-betweenness" is so confusing (Bridges, lgBO). Many

participants described themserves as "treading water",

"hanging on a rope", and "drowning". These

descriptions would certainly fit with Bridge's (1990)

definition of being in transition.
Specific Displacement Impacts on GDRNs

The Loss of one's job is a major stressful. Iife
event in an adult's life (Bridges, L9B0; Ensminger &

Celentano, 1988; Hamilton et âI., 1990; Lee, L9g2).

However, there is a paucity of research on forced job

change secondary to a bumping process. Arthough prior
studies were found on bumping (Lynch, 1993; Meehan &
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Price, 19BB; OIson, 1995; Sear, 1992), none of the

research identified the "non-mattering,,, guilt, and

disillusionment that nurses continue to feer rong after
the bumping was finished.

Personallzatlon of The Procege

Minimal literature uras found regarding this
particular theme. Participants personalized the

bumping process. They felt their contributions did not

matter to the hospital and their union. They fett de-

valued and betrayed. Although no literature courd be

found specific to mattering within the context of a

bumping process, the importance of mattering has been

documented in the employment counselling riterature
(Àmundsen, 1993; Schlossberg, Lynch, & Chickering,

1989). According to Amundsen (1993), mattering is
paramount during times of rapid change and economic

dislocation. He describes job loss as a truJ.y "non-
mattering" experience accentuated by feelings of
despafr, disillusionment, and anger whÍch were

articulated by the majority of nurses in this study.

UnfairnesB

Davy et al. (1991), Brockner et aL. (1997),

Brockner (1992), and olson (1995) found various factors
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affect employees' perceptions of tayoff fairness. The

majority of participants in this study articurated
unfairness related to the dispÌacement process.

tonqevftv versus Competencv

Arthough the majority of participants in the study
believed seniority was an important factor in job

retention, competency and ability were also deemed

significant. Most respondents had ress than seven

years hospital seniority which may have impacted this
finding, arthough two with more than 15 years seniority
felt seniority and competency were both critical
especially for patient safety considerations. In
contrast, other studies have found seniority-based
rayoffs to be more rikery viewed as fair (Brockner,

1992; Brockner et aI., 1gB7; Lucas , Igg4; Roberts,

1989; TuttIe, Lg92).

The bumping protocor stipulated that a nurse with
greater seniority who met the minimum qualifications
for a position courd bump into that particular position
if it was held by a nurse with less seniority.
However, unlike olson's study (1995), some restrictions
were placed on the process. For exampì-e. when bumping

to a particular unit was intense, rimits to the numbers
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of nurses bumping to that area were initiated by both

union and management representatives. Moreover, nurses

could only bump into a specific code held by the 1east

senior nurse on that ward. Criteria for bumping

excluded factors such as seeking better rotations,
whereas in orson's study, few restrictions urere pLaced

on bumping, and decisions for bumping could be based on

factors such as desirabre shift schedutes. rn both of
these studÍes, nurses with varying amounts of accrued

seniority were displaced.

Respondents belÍeved that a nurse with more

seniority who had the qualifications for a position
should have the job over someone with less seniority.
This finding is consistent with previous studies done

on layoffs, where the Least senior staff are rereased

from their jobs (Brockner, L992; Brockner et âI.,
1987 ) . However, many of the participants' thinking
became less clear when the person bumping into a

posltion had no particular experience in the area, yet

they had greater seniority. The majority of them did
not find this aspect of the protocol fair. Merit has

been identlfied as a legitimate consideration when

layoffs are necessary (Darling & Lucfano, 1985; Meehan
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& Price, L9BB). Meehan and price (1gBB) found that
during a bumping process, there was a problem with

barancing quality care with competence. Many subjects
stated that some nurses who had bumped were not
qualified for the job, and "good" nurses were

displaced. LPN issues were found to increase theÍr
perceptions of unfairness. consistent with Meehan and

Price (l-9BB), dissentÍon and confusion resulted when

productive nurses are bumped.

Indivfdual Nurse versus The Membershlp Àt Larqe

Many of the participants found it difficult to
deaL with the collective approach to bumping since
patient safety and nurses' abilities were perceived as

just as important, although the group approach to
layoffs was seen as necessary. No riterature specific
to this finding was found. However, Brockner et al_.

(1987) and Noer (1993a) found severance equity to be a

critical factor in perceptions of Iayoff fairness.
According to Brockner et ar. (1987), survivors respond

rnost negatively when they identify with those raid off,
and they perceive them as being unjustry compensated.

The majority of the participants in this study viewed

the LPN deletions unjustly.
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Nurses described discomfort with the actual
bumping process which is consistent with Sears (I9gZ).
They were uncomfortabre with the corLective approach to
displacement which is congruent with Lynch (1993) who

found that the corlective agreement was a stressor for
staff. Many participants betieved the bumping protocol
vras necessary for job retention, although they were

ambivalent.

The Displace$ent Process

Dreiss (1988), Lee (1992), and Noer (1993a) found

that resentment and bitterness lingered long after a

layoff because of how the situations were managed which

was evident in this study. Accordlng to Darling and

Luciano (1985), handting of layoffs often lead to
horror stories. This was certainLy the case for many

dispraced nurses. whire terLing the investigator their
stories, many nurses described extremely difficult
situations which were directly related to the hand].fng

of displacements. However, due to the fact that their
identities courd be jeopardized, their stories wilr
never be told. It was quite evident to the

investigator that atl aspects of the process affected
them intensely. Many participants were found to stirr
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harbour the bitterness and anger associated with the

approaches used in displacements. They felt violated
and betrayed.

Di spl acement Noti ficat ion

All participants wanted their head nurse to inform

them about their displacement. All except one nurse

were notified of their bump by their head nurse. The

participant, who was not notified by her immediate

supervisor, was angry about the method of notificatÍon.
All nurses who were deleted were notified by letter.
This study confirms Borg and Jensen (1995) findings
that displaced nurses appreclated receiving their
notification personally by their head nurse, and the

explanatlon of how the reduction would affect them.

The majority believed a phone calt from their head

nurse uras a better method of notificatfon. They had.

the prÍvacy of their homes to deal with the news. This

study substantfated Kazemek and channon (1989) findings
that layoff notices should be given in such a way as to
be sensitive to those affected.

Tíme Between Notification and Option Selection

Several participants, who received position
deletion, found that having three months notice of
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their displacement gave them time to adequately prepare

for job change, and to think about where they wanted to

work. In contrast, many participants who were bumped

had much less time to prepare for the displacement.

For nurses with the least amount of seniority, their
decision-making time was usually much shorter since

their bump occurred toward the end of the process.

This finding is consistent wÍth prior studies which

found time to be a critical factor for a nurse's

adjustment (Barnes et ê1., 1986; Lucas, I994). Most

participants found the wait before they met with the

bumping office representatives to be stressfuL. This

is consistent with work done by Borg and Jensen (1985)

and Tuttle (1992) who found when displaced nurses were

met with immediately upon notification, they were less

stressed. Tuttle (L992) also found that when employees

were given aIl information and had immediate meetings,

they felt like they had been treated with dignity.
Meetinq With the Bumping Office Representatives

Many participants had negative experiences which

specifically related to the bumping protocol. Minimal

literature uras found regardÍng this finding, although

Shaw, Fields, Thacker, and Fisher (1993) found both
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emotionar and informationar support from supervisors,
managers and union officials during change were

perceived as helpful by staff. Many nurses in this
study found it stressful to have to justify how they

met the qualifications for a position, and then wait to
hear if their choices were accepted. This study

supported Lynch (1993) who identified that position
denÍaL and waiting for verification of position
acceptance were additional stressors for nurses.

The Actual Displacement

Minimar riterature was found related to the actual
dispracements and bumping. Having choices in areas the
participants wanted to work $rere viewed positively by

aIl displaced nurses, aJ_though respondents were

apprehensive about starting on the new units especiarry
if they had displaced a peer. Accepting a vacant

position rather than bumping was deemed less intrusive
to the unlt cohesiveness, although many participants
expressed guilt. Consistent with Llmch (1993), nurses

were fearful of not being accepted on the new unit.
sears (L992) identified the bumping process as one of
the worst things for nurses to deal wÍth durÍng

downslzing which was evident for respondents in this
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study. Participants identified that the process had

affected them intensely. They described themselves as

having emotional scars three years after the

displacements had commenced which is congruent with
Noer (1993a) who found time did not heal the wounds of
a downsizing process.

Survivor-Vlctln Connectlon

All directLy affected participants discussed a

relationship with the person who bumped them and the
person they displaced. Although many described the
person in a positive manner, sorne participants would

bracket their negative feelings, especia).ry if they had

to work with the person who had bumped them. Although

no literature was found specific to this theme, Llmch

(1993) identified having to comfort co-workers was a

personal stressor during downsizing and bumping.

Initially, the author was surprised to find nurses

who accepted vacant codes expressed guÍIt. However,

the position, êt one time belonged to a co-worker or
friend, thus guirt in that context can be understood.

Their expressions of guilt were mirror images of many

of the nurses who bumped. Survivor guilt has been

documented in the Iiterature, although individuals in
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(Brockner, L992; Lee, 1992; Marks & Mirvis, Igg2; Noer,

1993a). survivor guilt has been minimarly discussed in
previous nursing studies. Lynch (1993) id.entif ied a

stressor for staff within the Department of Nursing was

the hearing of misfortunes of persons who r¡rere bumped.

staff expressed discomfort with having to bump someone

out of their position, and their stress increased when

they heard about the misfortunes of the peopre they had

bumped. This finding could be interpreted as being

related to guiJ.t. TrÍolo et al . (1995) found guilt
over staying employed difficult to identify, since it
is usually not discussed. rn contrast to her findings,
almost arr participants discussed survivor guilt. This
may have been related to the differences in research

approaches used or the ethos and culture of the
hospitar. seeing co-workers dispraced was a difficult
experience for arr, even those who had been dispraced
themserves. This is consistent with previous studies
on layoff survivors and witnessing co-workers'

displacements (Brockner, 1992,. Brockner et al ., 19g6;

Brockner et â1., 1987; Lee, L992; Noer, 1993a).

"Bumpers" were seen as less expert in the new
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onarea. As a result, more stress and work were placed

the senior staff within the first year after bumping

had ensued. As well, nurses were accepting term

positions throughout the hospitat. This was found to
be an added stress for senior nurses since they urere in
charge more and had to orientate new staff. No

literature regarding this finding was found atthough
past experience with nursing shortages has identified
high staff turnover is a stress for nurses (SchulJ.,

r.986 ) .

Enbraclng The New Challenge

All displaced participants were apprehensive about

the new work. However, they all embraced the new

opportunities although one nurse who had been bumped

twice was ress excited and motivated about the future.
Bridges ( 1994 ) would explain this finding as nearing

the final stage in transition; the new beginning. No

llterature was found that rerated specificalry to this
finding, although the reframing of stressful events

fnto positlve outcomes have been reported (Rozak, 1994;

Strength & Ulmer, 1987). Roberts (lg8g) found that
staff reductions plans afforded many opportunities for
both the institution and nursing staff to grow.
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Several participants discussed ways they were enhancing

their marketability as a nurse which is consistent with
Nornhol-d (1994) who advocates nurses should acquire new

skilIs in order to strengthen their marketability.
These activities were seen by respondents in this study

as survi.val skills for the future.

How Worklife hlas Af fected

The partÍcipants' worklife, as a result of
restructuring and displacement, wiII be explored with
reference to O'Brien-Pal1as and Baumann (L992) unifying
framework of nursing worklife and the literature
reviewed. O'Brien-PalLas and Baumann's (1992) unifying
framework of nursing'worklife would support the premise

that restructurÍng and displacement are external
dimensions of a nurse's workLife that will affect the

quality of her/his worklife. As we11, internal
dimensions such as the implementation of staff mix and

changes to working relationships wiIl further impact

the quality of a nurse's worklife. Increasingly, there

is more emphasis being placed on productivity, quaì.ity

assurance, efficiency, and cost effectiveness in a

nurse's worklife (O'Brien-Pallas et ôI., 1994a). As a

result of restructuring, introduction of alternative
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care delivery mode).s, and less in-hospital patient

care, nurses' worklife wiII be affected dramatically.
Nurses described their worklife as being notably
affected by both restructuring and displacement,

although restructuring had a greater impact when the

study was conducted.

According to Tumulty et aL. (1994), restructuring
of health care delivery and the redesign of nursing

function are creating dramatic changes in the nurses'

work environment which was evident Ín this study. The

environment in which nurses work has received little
attention (O'Brien-Pal1as & Baumann, L992; Tumulty et
al., 1994). Previous studies have investigated aspects

of a nurses' worklife that may have been affected by

restructuring (Tumulty et aI. L994; Lewis et âl.,
1986). iJorklife effects related to displacement were

more notable within the first year following the

bumping process. Atthough displacement was perceived

to have less of an impact on their worklife at the tfme

of the study, all respondents acknowledged it would be

affecting their workllfe when future deletions

occurred.
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Worklffe Effects Related to Staff Mfx

À11 participants discussed worklife effects
related specificaLly to staff mix, which was a

component of the hospita|s restructuring prans. staff
mix was designed to allow nurses to spend more time
with patients. However, nurses perceived that they
were spending less time with patients and their
workroads had increased. rn contrast, previous studies
have found nurses spend more time with patients after
restructuring (Moffitt et âI., 1993i Smeltzer et ôI.,
1993). This difference may be dependent on the
restructuring approaches used, and further study is
needed.

Many of the participants in this study expressed

some confusion over the nursing and orderJ.y boundaries

in regards to patient care, No research was found

regarding this theme. However, üIilson (1995) described
a trend towards "brurring" the margins between heaLth

care workers. she describes this issue in reration to
overrapping of various types of health care workers'

rores and responsibirities. she questioned what effect
this wiLl have on patient care when reductions in the
numbers of beds have resulted in higher levels of
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acuity in hospitals.

Concern Over Ouallty pattent Care

All participants in this study expressed concern

over a decrease in the quality of patient care. They

remained highly committed to patients which was

consistent with Lynch (1993). Bumping was identified
as a factor that might jeopardize patient care since
units were losing staff with expertise and gaining

staff who did not have the desired experience (Lynch,

1993). This finding was artlcurated by severar nurses

in this study. Impending layoffs set in motion

behaviours that can impact staff members and the
quality of services provided to clients (Drefss, 1993).

Nurses, especiarly those bumpÍng to different areas of
specialization, were found to have ress expertise and

knowredge. However, this impact was reratively non-

existent within the fÍrst year of the bumplng process.

t^Jhen the bumping commenced, concern uras expressed that
patients were not being cared for in the manner they
had been pre-bumping. severar nurses commented on the
fact that nurses hrere taking term positions to get off
units they did not want to work on. This further
affected the acquisition of expertise.
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Many participants found they did not have the time

to give the care they deemed important. priority

activities were implemented and those deemed ress

critical in terms of "need to do" activities were 1eft
out compretely or reft to the next shift. Lewis et aL.

(1986) found patient care can be negatively influenced
durÍng restructuring. This study confirmed their

: findings since the "must be done" activities were

priorítized, and the less criticar yet highly important
activities were being omitted from their routine care.
Arr participants found that nursing care had changed,

and many nurses described their care as task focused

, instead of patient focused which had not been
:

:' previously identified.

' Oecreased Team Work

, Participants found that the team was, for the most
t,

' part, non-existent at the time of the study. Nurses
: were stirl grieving the loss of the team, three years

after the initiar breakup. Team buirding strategies
, have been found to be needed post-restructuring (Marks

i 
n Mirvis, I99Z; Rozborit, t9g7). Marks and Mirvis

' ( L992 ) suggest that team buirdlng herps peopre to ret

' go of the past and excite them about the future.
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$Jatson et al. (1991) found that the extent to which the
workplace aIlows for interaction deteriorated post-

restructuring which was evident in this study.

Need For Ongoing Education

À1I participants in this study expressed that
their jobs had changed noticeably. Even nurses who

remained in their original units found that their
worklife had changed enough to require ongoing

education. Hequet (1994) found that 60 to 702 of jobs

change when hospitals restructure to a patient focused

care model. The need for ongoing education was

identified by almost atI of the participants in this
study. However, the educational needs were not further
explored beyond the ldentification of the need for
continuing education. Donley (1994) and Triolo et al.,
( 1995 ) advocated staff must be prepared for the changes

in care delivery. Smeltzer (1993) found changing

roles, oo matter how small, require education and

follow up. For the most part, nurses urere motivated to
learn new things and embrace neb/ challenges. This

findlng has been mlnimally discussed in the lÍterature.
Watson et aI. (1991) found that staffs' perception of
personal growth opportunity improved when patient
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focused care was introduced. Educationar needs may be

related to the type of restructuring activities
implemented, and an educational needs assessment is
worthy of consideration.

Decreased Mobtllty
Few nursing references were found regarding this

theme of loss of frexibility and decreased mobility in
the job market. Àrmost atl the participants were angry

over the granting of positions based on preferentiaL

consideration for nurses who had been l-aid off. some

participants felt "stuck" in their positions which is
consistent with olson (1995) who found sorne nurses fert
trapped in their jobs since there were limited job

opportunities in their current hospital, êS weLr as in
other hospitars. Leaving their current emproyer for a

position in a new hospital would cause them to rose

their seniority, and they wourd have to start arl over

again accruing seniority. Several participants
dlscussed dispracement as a way for nurses to either
obtain jobs ersewhere or change their empJ.oyment status
to part-time. As wel1, several nurses discussed the
fact that either they or their co-workers were hoping

to be bumped. No riterature was found specific to this
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finding, although Cameron et aI. ( 1991 ) identÍfied
disincentives in the work place post-restructuring, and

survivors could end up being envious of those

displaced. Nurses expressed the fact that extra shifts
were not available due to the procedure of offerÍng aII
replacement shifts to nurses on the lay-off Iist which

is consistent with Lynch (1993) who found there urere

less casual shifts available after restructuring.
Decreaeed Job Satfefactlon

The majority of participants expressed decreased

job satisfaction although only two participants
expressed the desire to Leave nursing in the future.
Davy et al. (1991) found employees, who are unhappy

with their jobs, withdraw psychologically from the

organÍzation long before they ever withdrew physicaÌly.

Davy et al. (1991) and Olson (1995) found

organizationaL commitment was positively correlated to
job satisfaction. However, OIson (1995) found no

correlation was establ.ished between organizational

commitment and intent to leave, which is contrary to
Davy et al-. (1991). Olson (1995) found only 10t of the

nurses surveyed intended to leave. She suggests that
nurses r¡rere less likely to withdraw from the
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organization given the current economic climate. To

compensate, she suggested nurses may use other forms of
withdrawar such as increased sick time util-ization.
The majority of participants discussed the substantiat
increase of sick time benefits by their co-workers.
The author wonders if the reasons for increased.

utirization of sick time benefits courd possibly be

related to ongoing stress and./or decreased job

satísfaction inctuding psychorogical organizational
withdrawal. rn contrast, Moffitt et al. (1993) found

nurses' job satisfaction increased after implementatton

of a patient focused care moder. Different approaches

used in restructuring may affect nurses' job

satisfaction differentJ.y, and this is worthy of future
study.

Several nurses discussed how they had 1ost

autonomy Ín their work, which is consistent with watson

et al. (1991) who found that nurses' autonomy

diminished after restructuring. However, Tumurty et
al. (1994) did not find autonomy was a major

contributor to nurses' job satisfactÍon. Job

satisfaction was rerated to the importance of work

relationships. They concruded a cohesive peer group
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possibly compensated for other difficulties at work,

and redesÍgn of work should focus around groups.

Limitations of the Studv

A sample of convenience was used in this study.

The study participants (n=10) were not representative

of all the Departments within the Nursing Division at

the study hospital. The majority of participants were

from the Departments of Critical Care (4) and Medical

Nursing (3). This may impact on the fittingness of the

results. The possibility that other areas where

displacement and restructuring were occurring such as

in the Department of Psychiatry or Surgery may have

experienced different issues during the processes,

Although the advertisement informing potential
particlpants of the study was distributed to aIl
appropriate nursing units, float nurses did not

vorunteer for the study. The information letter which

was distrlbuted to all units was not sent to the area

where float nurses were assigned work. As such, their
lack of participation may have impacted the findÍngs.
Nurses in casual and term positions who do not have

permanent positions within the hospltal r^rere excluded

from this study. Four nurses in these particular types
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of work contacted the investigator. They were

disappointed that they could not participate. One

respondent was quite distressed because of the

difficulties new graduates are experiencing in job

attainment. This particular person found it extremely

difficurt to "live for the day" and "casuar" one's tife
auray. Their lack of partÍcipation may have affected
the study results. A balance of nurses participating
from all areas of the hospital may have yielded more

complete data.

The time the interviewer spent with each

participant ranged from 30 minutes to two hours with a

rnean of one hour. AlJ. participants except for one were

extremely candid with the investigator. During one

interviews, the investÍgator sensed that a participant
was being reserved.

During the four month time frame that the study

was conducted, there were numerous restructuring
activities being discussed. This may have caused

stress for potential participants, and may have

impacted on their decision not to participate in this
study. Two potentiat participants cancelled interviews
because they were "too busy". However, one potential
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participant later contacted the investigator to be

included in the study.

The restructuring and displacement processes

conmenced approximately three years prior to thÍs
study- Arthough continued restructuring activities
r¡Jere occurring in some departments, some of the
potentiar participants may have started the hearing
process or reached acceptance in relation to the
restructuring outcomes. This may have influenced their
decision not to participate. Arthough some of the
participants were angry over the restructuring and

dlspracement processes, there may have been nurses who

were too angry to participate. Thus, this may have

inf luenced their participation.

Siqnlficance of the Studv

Documentation of nurses' experiences with hospitar
restructuring and displacement and their ultimate
effects on nursing workLife is paramount and woul.d

provide assistance in not only nursing administration
but also in clinical practice and patient care.

Conclusions

Restructuring and displacement were found to have

notabre effects on arL the participants and their
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worklife. Nurses described being adversel.y affected by

the processes. They needed to be given time and an

opportunity to heal. The perception that there was no

caring for the care-givers was strikingry noticeabre in
this study. Restructuring was a neuJ experience for
those involved in the planning and those being the

recipients of the restructuring outcomes. This study

underscored how important it is to plan for nurses to
undergo such a change. Integral to the restructuring
plans are the pre-planning and post-restructuring
follow-up required regarding directly and indirectly
affected nurses.

Restructuring was introduced to engender a more

effÍcient, cost-effective system. HeaIth Care Reform

wlll be a part of nurses'worklife for years to come.

It appears to be an established ongoing process.

Adequate preparation during change fs critical to a

nursers successful transÍtion. It is paramount to
determÍne the best approaches to assist nurses in the

change. It is the hope of the author that despite the
changing work environment, nurses will continue to be

highly committed to patient care, and meet the

charJ-enges that a restructured work environment brings.
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Nurses need to continue to develop survivaL skitl_s to
rnanage their own careers. By becoming active
initiators, nurses will Lead and not be ]ed.

Recommendations

Education:

1. The majority of participants felt ilI-prepared for
the newly restructured working environment. Thus, it
is recommended nurses receive ongoing education

regarding changes to the health care system and

restructuring, and how these activities wiII affect
nursesr worklife. An needs assessment for nurses woul_d

be helpful to identify specific areas of education

requi red.

2. Head nurse support was found to be especialJ.y

important for nurses during both displacement and

restructuring. As such, education specifically for
head nurses to ensure they have the knowledge to fully
support their staff during these times warrants further
consideration.

3. The majority of participants expressed concerns in
reration to staff mix. A thorough review of the staff
mix, which was one component of the restructuring
process, may reveal areas which need further
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development. Integral to this review would be the
inclusion of the role of both the nurse and Nursing

Assistant lr (NA rr). ongoing continuing education
classes for NÀ rrs wourd be beneficiar for themserves

and the RNs.

Àdmlnistratfon:

1. communication, regarding future prans and direct
Ímpacts on nurses, were found to be important for the
participants. communication forums on a regular basts
are reconmended to inform nurses of the restructuring
status on a continual basis. This forum courd arso be

utilized for sharfng of feelings and thoughts about

restructuring and subsequent dispLacement issues.
other forums for communication shourd also be explored.
2- Personalized displacement notification was found.

to be important to the dispraced participants. Thus,

it is re,conmended that immediate supervisors be the
ones to notify nurses of displacement.

3. The head nurse role was identifÍed to be a key

role by the participants. Thus, a head nurse support
system woul_d be worthy of consideration.
4. Many of the participants found they did not get

the support they needed during displacement and
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hospital restructuring. Including an employment

counsellor for staff being displaced would be of
benefit to nurses so they can receive expert career

counselling regarding their future plans in nursing.

As well, non-displaced staff may benefit from career

counselling since future restructuring is anticipated,.

The author also suggests that the bumping office
representatives may find this information helpful as

they support staff through a difficult process.

5. AII participants believed the team had been

adversely affected by restructuring and displacement.

strategies to promote team buitding wourd be of benefit
to nurses and the mul-tidisciplinary team.

Practice:

1. Participants expressed feelings of time pressures

in performing professional care, related to the

introduction of staff mix. Aspects of care such as

psychological support, discharge plannÍng and patient
education were being omitted, for the most part,
because of the high amounts of physical care. Nursing

care must be prioritized differently in order to meet

the needs of patients in a restructured work

environment with staff mix. Education specific to the
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new working environment wourd be of benefit to nurses.

2- Participants feLt that they were not supported on

the wards. The Head Nurse role could be pivotal in
providing support and ongoing follow up for staff.
This is worth further consideration.
Research:

1. AIl participants were concerned. over quality of
patient care. Impacts of restructuring and

displacement on patient care warrants further
investigation.
2- Many directry affected participants expressed the
feerings that the organization did not care about them.

ongoing forrow up sessions to convey that they matter
to the administrators wouÌd be of benefit, and warrants
further research.

3. Little research has been done in regards to
utilizing different approaches to restructuring, such

as case management. Further research is recoftunended.

4. The study hospital has been actively involved in
restructuring activÍties and further restructuring is
anticipated. Thus, the hospitar has never achieved

equiribrium. rt is recommended that future research

regarding lmpacts of restructuring and dispracement be
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undertaken when stability returns.
5. The head nurse role was seen as important to the
participants in this study. Further research regarding

the rol-e of the immediate supervisor in supporting

staff during the process is warranted.
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coDE #_
ÀPPENDIX À,

Interview Guide For Nurses participants

I am interested in learning more about what it was
Like for nurses to rive through hospÍtat restructuring
and displacement at (Study Hospital). I would like to
hear about your thoughts and feerings during this time.

Ask the following questions:

1. t¡Jhat are your thoughts and feelings about what it
was like to live through hospitat restructuring at(study hospital )?

2- t¡Jhat are your thoughts and feerings about what it
was like to live through the bumping process at(study hospital ) ?

3. DÍd the bumping process and/or hospital
restructuring affect your worklife?
Yes No

If participants answer yes to above question, askparticipants the following question.

4 - How has hospital restructuring and bumping
affected your worklife?
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coDE #_-
ÀPPENDIX B

Demoqraphic Information: Nurse participants

1 ) When did you graduate from Nursing?

2) Educational Preparation?

3) Have you always worked in the study hospital?
YES/NO

If Do, ask the foLlowing questions.

a) bJhat other areas have you worked?

b) t¡Jhat is your years of nursing experience?

4) What is your current number of seniority hours?

5) lrJhen did you start working at (Study Hospital)?
6 ) What was your EFT at this hospitaL when tayoffs

were announced in March 1993?
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APPENDIX C

ÀDDITIONAL OUESTIONS FOR NURSES
[^IHO EXPERIENCED POSITION DELETION OR BUMPING

1. Was your position deleted or were you bumped fromyour position?

2. How long had you worked on the unit when you were
officially burnped?

3. I¡Jhen r¡rere you notified. that you were being
displaced from your position?

4. How much time elapsed between being notified of
the bump and your meeting with the bumpÍng office
to discuss your options?

5. How much time elapsed between your notification of
being bumped or deleted and the actual bump,/
deletion date?

6. Did you bump into a similar area of practice?
7. i¡lhat was your EFT after being dispJ_aced?

8. How many times were you bumped?
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À,PPEÑDIX D
Potential Participant Screeninq Ouestionnaire

1. Do you currently hold a permanent Nurse IIposition at the study hospital?

YES NO

2. Did you experience position dispì_acement at the
study hospital?

YES NO

If the potential participant experienced position
dÍsplacement, ask the following questions.

3 - Did you exercise your seniority rights to maintainyour employment status?

YES NO

4. When you were displaced from your position, wereyou in a Nurse II position?

YES NO



APPENDIX E
.Advertisement in Hosoital Newsletter

To Attract Potential Subjects

My name is Linda Kennedy. I am a Registered
a Graduate Student in the Faculty of Nursing
UnÍve,rsity of Manitoba. For my thesis, I am
investígating the impact of displacement and
organÍzational restructuring on General- Duty
nurses and how it affected their worklife.

180

nurse and
at the

Regi stered

The study will involve an interview that wilt take
approximately one to one and a half hours. Theinterviews will be audiotaped. The identity ofparticipants wirl not be disclosed. At a rater date,the investigator may contact you to clarify any data
obtained during the interview if required.

ï invite you to participate in this study of the impactof restructuring and displacement on General Duty
Registered Nurses and how it affects their worklife.
By telephoning the investigator, you will not be
committing to participate in this study. It is toobtain more information about this study.

To obtain further information about this study, prease
contact Linda Kennedy at
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.APPENDIX F
Information Letter For potential participants

My name is Linda Kennedy. r am a Registered Nurse anda student in the Master of Nursing program at theUnÍversity of Manitoba. For my thesis, I will be
conducting a study to learn more about the impact oforganizational restructuring and displacement on
Generar Duty Registered Nurses and how it affects theirworklife. This study has been approved by theUniversity of Manitoba Ethics Review Committee. I
have received permission from the hospital to carry outthis study.

I invite you to partÍcipate in this study. If you
agree to particÍpate, I will intervieul you for
approximately one to one and a half hours at a place ofyour convenience. The interviews will be audiotaped.
You are weLco¡ne to listen to the audio-tape after theinterview. At a later date, the investigator maycontact participants at home to crarify any Ínformation
obtained during the interview. The investigator will
be asking me some questions related to demographic
information. As welr, if you have been dispraced froma position, the investigator wilt be asking you
specific questions about the bumping process. Anyinformation obtained about participants will bepresented in a group form so as to assure anonymity ofyour participation. Your participation in the study isvoluntary. Àt any point during the study, you may
withdraw wÍth no consequences to yourself or your
employment.

AtI information obtained during the study is
confidential. Data obtained during the interviewswÍ1I only be available to the investigator and thethesis committee. Participants' names wirl not appear
on any of the documentation. participants and alIinformation pertaining to participants wÍrL be assigneda number. The number and matching name wiLr be kept ina locked filing cabinet, of which, only theinvestigator will have access. confidentiality wirl be
assured since only the researcher will be abte toidentify the participants and corresponding d.atagathered. All participant data wiII be presented ingroup form so as to protect your identity. Any data
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that may trace your identity will be eliminated from
any reports.

There is no monetary compensation for participating in
this study. There is not any dire,ct benef Ít toparticipating in this study but the study results may
help nurses who wil-l be affected by hospital
restructuring and displacement in the future.
If you have any questions or would l-ike further
information, I can be contacted at your
telephone call to the investigator wiLl be to obtainfurther information about the study only. My thesis
chair is Dr. Erna Schilder. If you would like to speak
to her, she can be contacted at the Faculty of Nursing,
University of Manitoba

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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coDE #_
APPEI{DIX G

Consent Form For Participants
Pilot Studv

Linda Kennedy, a student in the Master of Nursing
program at the university of Manitoba, Ís conducting astudy on the ímpact of organizationaL restructuring and
dispracement on Generar Duty Registered Nurses and howit affects their worklife. The study has been approved
by the university of Manitoba Ethics Review committee.
Linda has received permission from the hospitat tocarry out this study.

I have been asked by Linda to participate in apilot study of the interview guide which she will beusing in an upcoming study. rf r agree to participate,
r wilr interviewed by Linda for approximately one to
one and a half hours at a place of my convenience. I
am avrare that the interviews will be audiotaped andthat Linda wilr be taking notes during the pilot study.r understand that r will be questioned about the impactof displacement and organizational restructuring on
GeneraL Duty Registered Nurses and how it affected my
workl i fe

I am aware that my participation in this pilot
study is voluntary. Àt any point during the pilot
study, r may withdraw with no adverse conseguences tomyself or my employment.

Alr information obtained during the pilot study isconfidentiar. Data obtained during the interview wittonly be avairabre to Linda and the thesis committee.My name will not appear on any of the documentation.Alr information pertaining to me wirr be assigned anumber. The number and my matching name wirl be keptin a locked filing cabinet, of which, only Linda wiff
have access. confÍdentiatity wirr be assured sinceonly Linda wilr be abre to identify my na¡ne with the
corresponding number.

There does not appear to be any direct benefit to
me for participating in this pf lot study. The pij.ot
study resurts will be used to determine the suitability
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and relevance of the interview guide which Linda wiII
be using in a study entitled An ExpLoratorv Studv of
Organizational Restructurinq and Displacement on
GeneraL Dutv Reqistered Nurses and Ho¡r It Affects Their
hlorklife.

I am aware that I am being asked to discuss a
stressful aspect of my worklife and as such may
experience some discomfort. I am aware that I may
terminate the interview at any time.

I have discussed the pilot study with Linda.
have read this form and I give my consent to
participate Ín the study.

SÍgnature of Participant
Date:

Ask the participant if she/he woutd
findings of this study?

Signature of Investigator
Date:

like a copy of the

Yes_ No_
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APPENDIX H

Consent Form For Participants
Individual Interview

Linda Kennedy, a student in the Master of Nursing
program at the university of Manitoba, is conducting astudy on the impact of organizationar restructuring and
dispracement on General Duty Registered Nurses and howit affects theÍr worklife. The study has been approvedby the university of Manitoba Ethics Review committee.Linda has received permisslon from the hospltal tocarry out this study.

I have been invited to participate in this study.rf r agree to partlcipate, r wilr intervÍewed by r,inãafor approximately one to one and a half hours at aplace of my convenience. I am aware that theinterviews will be audiotaped. At a later date, Linda
may contact me at my home if clarification ofinformation obtained during the interview is required.r understand that r wirl be questioned about the impactof dispJ-acement and organizationar restructuring on
Generar Duty Registered Nurses and how it affected myworklife and some questions related. to demographicinformation. As welr, if r have been disprãceà from aposition, Linda will be asking me specific questions
about the bumping process.

I am aware that my particlpation in this study isvoluntary. At any point during the study, I maywithdraw with no adverse consequences to myself or my
employment.

AtI information obtained during the study isconfidentiar. Data obtained during the interview wirl_only be available to Linda and the thesis committee.My name wilr not appear on any of the documentation.Alr information pertaining to me wÍrl be assigned anumber. The number and my matching name wilr be keptin a Locked filing cabinet, of which, only Linda wiff
have access. confidentiarity will be assured sinceonly Linda wilr be abre to ldentify my name with thecorresponding number. AIr participant information willbe reported in group form. My id.entity will be
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protected and any data which couLd trace my identity
wiII be omitted from reports.

There does not appear to be any direct benefit to
me for participating in this study but the study
resuLts may help nurses who will be affected by
restructuring and displacement in the future. I am
aware that I am being asked to discuss a stressful
aspect of my worklife and as such may experience some
discomfort. I am aware that I may terminate the
interview at any time.

I have discussed the study with Linda and I have
read an information letter about the study. I have
read this form and r give my consent to participate in
the study.

Signature of Participant

Date:

Ask the participant if she would
findings of this study?

Signature of Investigator
Date:

like a copy of the

Yes _ No
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Joint study 
""åFff:îtä"å 

Nurses, union
Bumping Protocol (1992)

The following is a protocol that the l¡cal would consider nking to membership for approval on
a one time without prejudice, without precedent basis to de¿l with anticipated downsÞing and
reorganization. The term "affected nurse" will apply to a nurse whose position is "deleted" or
to a nurse whose position is subsequentìy 'bumped".

The parties agree to re.view arrd amerrd as required the delerion/Iayoff protocol as events arise
that may impact upon the protocol.

A key factor i¡ the bumping process is the nurrest abilitS', performance and qualifications
for any given position withÍ¡ any given classification.

1. Notice of Delgtion/I qyoff:

The Union and each nurse inirialiy alfectú under Phase I shall be given iayoff/deletíon
notice in accordance with the employment securiry memorarìdurn or a Etâter notice
period.

2. Exercisinp SeniorÍtv Rishtc:

The protocol for exercising seniority rights or "bumping" will be as follows;

a) The affected nurse will ñ¡st choose the unit she/he prefers to bump into;

b) The affected nurse will choose an existing E.F.T. (code) as she/he requires and
for which shdhe is more senior. The nurse may choose an E.F.T. greå.ter or less
than he¡/his preserrt;

c) The affected nurse will choosç benveen a day/night, day/eveniag, night or
evening rotation as may exist within any E.F.T. for which she/he is more senior;

d) The affected nurse shatl be placed on the unit she/he has indicated in 2(a) into ttre
positions she/he has chosen which matches 2(b) and 2(c); whenevet possible,
displacing the least senior nurse.

e) A position shall not be created on a given unit to accommodate a given nurse.

Ð The Hospital reserves the right to limit the numbers of ¡'¡urses who bump ro any
one shift or to any one unit. This will be done in consultarion with Locåt 5.
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3.

4.

Preferenúal consideration will be given to affected nurses for existiJrg vaca¡t positions,
but not for posirions cre¿ted as the result of approved ate*atuffigrams. Þositions,
as a result of new prograrns, wiU be competed for as normal, The protocol for
preferential corrsideration will be as follows:

a) All existing vac&lt positions wiU be offerú to the affected nurses, in order of
seniority (seniority es Per Article 2501)- Affected nurses will be !iu"n the option
for those vaca¡cies for which they are i¡rerested and qualified.

b) Preferentjal consideration will only apply to a nurse seeking a position ar an equal
or a lower classific¿tion tha¡ her/his previous position. hrlr will not aply to
those see'king employment et a higher classification than their former position.

c) kid off nurses shall be entitled to apply for vaca¡cies ofter tha¡ those to which
they have recaü righrs (Article Z7M).

Orienta_tlon period:

a) The affected nurse shall be entitled to bump oncÆ. Once the nurse has assumed
'the new position, the nurse shal be prouiOø with the ,'normal orientation,,
provided to nurses when they are hired or transferred into ttle ar.u..

b) The orientation period shall be of sufficient length, taking into account the nurses,
past experíençe, knowledge, and the fact that th.æ nurses are being affected by
the Hospital's reorganization and downsizing,

Tç_rlm Positions:

a) In order to facilitate the proces.s_of deletionVlayoffs and subsequenr nbumping,,
Procedu¡e, all term positions will terminate effective the dare oËilpf.*enta[ion
of deletions, Article 3006 will 

"ppll: 
This process will be worked äut on paperwell in advance of the deletion ¿eaàtine.

b) Nurses in term positions prior to the reorganization shall return to their formerpositions and sha-ll be enütled to exercise their senioriry rights in accordance withAnicle 32 if their forme¡ position is "affected".

5.
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[-e¿ve of Ah-senc.e:

a) Positions of individuals on leave of absences shatl be included in positions
available for "bumping".

b) The nurse on a le¿ve of ahsence whose position is "bumped" or whose position
is "deleted" shall be conÞcted and given the opportunity to exercise he¡/his
seniority rights in accordance with A¡ticle 32 and the delêdon/layoff prorocoi,
The nurse will not be required to return to the position selected until the expiry
of her/his leave of absence.

c) If there is a nurse filling the original L.O.A. ærm posirion, then she/he shall be
rreated in accordarrce with Section 5 of this protocol,

d) Nurses on læaves of Absence related to W.C.B., L.T.D. or medical illness who
are deemed ready for a gradual re.-entry trial shall be given the same opportunities
for such trials as occurred prior to reorganizadon.

I.,aid Off Nunses:

a) l¿id off nurses will be rec¿lled as per the Collectíve Agreement Article2705.
The nurse may decline a permanent posirion that is not within * .2 E.F.T. of
the nurses' former position and this will not be considered a 'refusa¡". The nurse
will not be penalized and witl remain at the top of the rec¿li list while she/he' awaits an òffer for a permanent position within * .2 E.F.T. of thei¡ former
position.

b) A laid off nurse who deciines a permanerrt position bec¿use she/he does not feel
competent and able to perform in said position, will not be considered to have
"refused". A laid off nurse who declines a position on the basis of a documented
medical resricdon, will not be considered to have refused. In both cases, the
nurse will not be penalized and will remain at the top of the ¡ecall list while
she/he awaits the next available position.
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Notwithstanding Anicle3402, available shifrs shall be offered ro a nurse on Iayoffbefore part time anf casual. nurses, provided she/he is qualified, .o*p.on, -awiliing 
!o perfornr the required *o.t. The avajlable shifl u*píra by ü1; nurseon layoff m]/ Euql úe E.F.T., but not greårer thar¡ the E.F.T. of the affectednurse. Available shifts may be those ooùsioned by sick, vacadoning, t*u, orabsence, etc.

In the event the nurse accepb available shifts, the provisions of the collectiveAgreement shall be appricabre excepr as modífied héreinaf¿e¡;

i) vacat'i-on pay shaJl be calculated in accordance wíth Sectio n 2r02and shall
be paid at the prevailing rate for rhe nurse on each pay cheque, anJ shall
be pro-rated on the basis of hours paid at regurar rare of pay,

ii) income proteclion accumulation sha]l be calculated as follows:

Additional available hours
worked by.th.ç. lai.dgff .nufSe

Full-time hours
X Entitlernent
of FuU-time
Nurses

iii) In the event that the nurse is laid off for 26 weeks o¡ less, seniority shallbe calculated in âccordance wirh Anicl e 3a06@) and (b).

iv) The nurse shar be paid four and one-quarter percent (4.2s%) of their
basic rate of pay in lieu of rime gff on Recogniá Horidays. such holidaypay shall be calculated in all paid hours a¡Jshall ue inc¡údø in ea"h pay
cheque,

(v) Participarion in benefit prans is subjecr to the provisions of each pran.



8. Classific¡f ions:

a) L.P.N,'S cåî bump L.P,N.'s. 191

R.P.N.'s can bump R,p.N.'s.
R.N.'s can bump R.N.'s (General Duty I*vel).

- As per Article 25, accrual of seniority is clearly identified for these
classíficatiorts,

Exgqptíon;

tror recall - of laid off R.P.N.'s and R.N.'s into posirions where the qualification
on the posting requires M.A.R,N./ R.P.N.A.M, regisûation, rhen Anicle 250I
(a) would apPly so that the most senior nurse shall be recalled whether R.N, or
R.P.N.

b) The Collective Agreement encompasses va¡ious groups whose job funcrions have
been de,fined separately. These classifications include a variety of Nurse fV,
Nurse Educators and Head Nurses, all of whom have differentjob responsibiltiei
and varied job qualifications, but who are paid at the rurnr r"lury level.

c) For the purposes of bumping Nurse IV, Nurse Educ¿tors, a¡rd He¿d Nurses would
be deemed "equal"; and "lower" would be deemed to be Nurse III and G.D.R,N.
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l.

a

3.

4,

l-etters of deletion and protocol sent to individuais a¡d the union.

Update seniority listings,

Prepare a list of existing vaça¡t positions,

using the delerion/layoff protocor a¡rd the collective Agreemenæ:

(a) Meet with each individual nurse, in order of seniority (a rep. from Union and
Management to be present) to review possible options with the nurses.

O) The affected nurses may prepâre a resume wjth an accompanying letær outlining
how she/he meets the posting requirements (required for all drrõin.cions abovã
cDRtg;

AII writte¡l materials will be reviewed;

For classificatiorts above GDRN, the nurse meeß with ttre Nursing Di¡ecf,or to
discuss job responsibilities, expectations, and orientation;

The affected nurse makes a final decision regarding her/his desire to "bump".*

positions/bunrping to be wo¡ked out on paper prior to deletion date.

* NOTE: Final decísion to be nnde within 2 weeß of iniúat meering owlined. in 4(a).

(c)

(d)

(e)

5. AII
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l.

1

3.

4,

l-etters of deletjon ald protocol sent to individuais a¡d the union.

Update seniority listings,

Prepare a list of existing vacant positions,

using the deletion/layoff protocol a¡rd the collective Agreements:

(a) Meet with each individual nurse, in order of seniority (a rep. from Union and
Management to be present) to review possiblc options with the nurses.

O) The affected nurses may prepffe a resume with an accompanying letær outlining
how she/he meets the posting requiremerlts (required for all claslifrcations abovË
cDRtg;

AII written materiajs will be reviewed;

For classificatiorts above GDRN, the nurse meers with the Nursing Di¡ector to
discuss job responsibilities, expectations, and orientation ;

The affected nurse makes a final decision regarding her/his desire to "bump".*

positions/bunrping to be worked out on paper prior to deleúon date.

* N?TE: Final decísion to be nnde within 2 week of iniûal meering owtined in 4(a).

(c)

(d)

(e)

5. AII
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOB.A

APPENDIX J
Letter of Ethical Approval

Faculty of Nursing

FACULTY OF NURSINC Room 246 Bison Buildín¡
Winnipcg, I'lsniroba
C¡n¿d¿ RIT 2Nz

Tcl: (20-1) 474-8202
Fax: (20{) 275-S1U

October 11, 1995

Ms, Li¡da Kenncdy
204 Belvidcrc SL
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3J 2TI2

Dea¡ Ms. Ke:rnedy:

Re: Proposal #95/44 An Exploratory Study of Displacement and Organlzational
Restructuring on General Duty Registered Nurses and Hòw It Affects Their Éorkllfe

V/itt¡ the additions you submitæd ¡o tl¡e Etbicat Rcview Commincc on Ocrobcr 3rd and 10rh,
yoü proposal is approved

On bchaif of the Cqraminec I wor:Id like to wish you cvcry 6ucccss in corupleting yor:r srudy.

Sincerely,

IG¡en Chalmen RN, PhD
Associa¡c Chair
Ethical Revicw Commincc
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APPENDIX K
November 6, 1995 Study Hospital Àccess Approval

Linda Kennedy

lìe: Acccs.s to for Stucly Entitlecl:
AN EXPLORATORY STI]DY OF DISPLACEIVIENT

AND O R G.A.NIZATIONAL R-ESTRUCTURIT.TG
OI{ GENERA.L D UTY RE,GIS,I'ERED NURSES
AND HOW IT AI?FECTS THEIR WORKIIFE

Des¡ I.itriJa Kennedy:

I atrt plcasecl to i0tbmr you that y()Lu't'escilrch access rei¡uest h¿rs been approyed. you nray proceecl r'idr
vour stucl¡, on ürc understandins that:

1) auy significzurt changes in 1'ottr proposal rvill be submitrecl ro n-ly aficntio¡r prior 16 implernentation;2) you review tltc enclos_ed policl' orl contìdcntial infor¡nation zurd theg sign a¡rd return the cncl.sect
Pl ed gc o f C orúi dcn ri alir.u-;

3) i'ou iuforrn us u4Ìerr your data coilectírrtt is complete. This inlbrmatio¡ hclp.s us coorclinate re.seatclr
access rÈquesË and minimizc ct:ntllednq denlands ol. research stucl¡'proto.ofu o., ¡ratients a:rd ¡tusi'ssrafftime; r -----

4) you inform us of thc funding srârus of your srucl¡,.

We tttay call y'ou to make prescnl.atíons ro trospital stafF allour your rcsea¡ch at o¡¡ Br.own Bag Rescarclr
Lunclteons held rnontily- Upon completion of your study, ,". requesr drat you provicle u, ,iitti o u;.f
summar), of yor-rr final rcporr.

1'hank you for seiec:ing as tltc site for rccruiting piuriciparus for 1,our .s[udy. please fecl fiee
to conlÍlcl me rvith v; :, r llìêsLiolr or concerns. Should yuu io.outêr any .sirá-relared áifficulties J*ing
the coursc t>[your sruii.'-. I would appreciate bei"g notiti.¿ of thcse.

All the bcst rvith thc corrrpletion oF.vour srudy.

.Sirtccrel¡'.

Katherine Srausfìckl, R.N., Vf .N.'
Nursing Program Deveiopment

and Evaluariorr Spccialist

KSirnj

lincl: Contìdcntiel Policy & Ptcclge


